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Birr EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

This document is a community-led Interpretation Strategy for Birr town.
The core objective has been to conduct a meaningful interaction with 
interested groups, businesses and individuals in the town to devise a suite of
key storylines and actions to convey the story of Birr to residents and 
visitors over the coming decade.This project is part of the Birr Destination
Town Programme funded by Failte Ireland.The Strategy is divided into two
distinct parts with the first outlining ‘What stories will we tell’ while the sec-
ond demonstrates how these ‘Why we chose these stories.’ 
Birr has significant potential to grow its tourism offering and revenue. It is a
town on the cusp of genuine transformation driven by an enviable array of
heritage assets, environment and stories coupled with impressive civic 
capacity and quiet self-confidence.The two factors immediately lacking are 
an agreed vision for the future and the necessary resources (financial and
human) to see this materialise over time.This document should be viewed 
as first step in building this conversation.

The consultation phase extended throughout the four months of the project
and engaged with over two hundred local people with a generational span 
of over 70yrs.The interpretative elements are the cornerstone of this 
document.The interpretative elements begin with a Profile of Birr, 2021, a
presentation of all the town primary heritage-related assets. It is intended 
to be a snapshot in time.
The primary interpretative finding from the consultations process is:

An emerging pyramid starting at its apex with the all-embracing 
‘theme’ of Birr namely, Over 1500 years of Remarkable History
followed by five signature stories;

Early Christian and Spiritual Birr  
Georgian Birr  
O’Carrolls and the Parsons Families  
Science and Invention and 
Birr’s Military History.

All the research and analysis lead to a heady cocktail of uniqueness and
promise. It was clear that Birr is a shop window of stories, personalities,
conflicts, and inventions waiting to be communicated and packaged for
tomorrow’s visitors.

The Strategy had to be mindful of balancing the enthusiasm of the 
community, the wealth of underused heritage assets with the practical 
realities of delivering multiple, complex and expensive heritage and tourism
projects.Without a capable overarching community-led structure in place to
shoulder much of this lifting over the coming decade, progress will be more
challenging. It is time to refresh community capacity and suitably resource
the engine room that will propel many of the actions in this document.
Models of partnership from other larger heritage towns across Ireland 
indicate how this can be achieved. Collaboration, familiarisation and 
inter-town partnership building are encouraged.

All the emerging recommendations and actions tend to fall into one 
of the three distinct categories namely: - 

Organisation – tourist hub with staff and office, research, training,
networking, food groups, maps and promotional material,
and the availability and enhancement of current town trails;

Town Enhancement Work – signage, pedestrian access and 
developing a network of information nodes;

Unique Project Option – festivals development, murals, model 
village(s), St Brendan’s viewing tower, and innovative floral 
connections of scale.

Who ‘takes ownership’ for the implementation of many of the actions 
outlined in this Strategy is of critical importance.The document outlines
some approaches and choices the Birr community, Offaly County Council,
and partners like Failte Ireland face in relation to structure and leadership.
The status quo is not capable to deliver on the change being demanded
through the consultations with the community in this document; a new
organisational paradigm needs to be created.This challenge should be met
with the belief that there is great potential for Birr town to radically 
reimagine its future – the fundamental building blocks are already there.
The town should be inspired and learn from its past during times of 
upheaval and uncertainty.The following document will hopefully provide
some timely pointers.
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1.1 INTRODUCTION

Every generation in Birr has left their mark on an ever-
expanding tapestry.Today's residents are no different for
decisions that will be made in the coming few years will
likely have a transformative impact on the town, and the
wellbeing of all within, for generations to come.

These new coordinates may see the town take its place as
the most remarkable small heritage town in Ireland.
However, to get there within a decade will require vision,
leadership, resources, and team-working. Intriguingly Birr,
unlike any other comparable town on the island, has an
extensive history of innovation, bravery and mold-braking
that has rippled around the world.The community today
needs to harvest inspiration from its past to provide it
with the tools, confidence, and creative thinking to reimag-
ine the town as a sustainable heritage tourism destination.
Let us remind ourselves, a tourism destination town
according to Failte Ireland: -
'... is a town in which a visitor can spend an overnight, and
in which a cluster of products, services, activities and expe-
riences are offered. It incorporates various stakeholders
and intangible elements, such as its character, image and
identity, and can function as a touring base for visitors.’

This Interpretative Strategy is an attempt to identify the
essential hierarchy of stories Birr people tell themselves
and others. Once we know ‘our stories’ we can plan on
building tourism experiences around them, momentum is
created, and the local tourism economy will grow. It is
important to emphasise that Birr's tourism of tomorrow
will likely be anchored on delivering a quality heritage
tourism experience to domestic and international visitors 
that has a long season with considerable added value and 
originality.To best achieve this these five interconnected

factors need to be continuously working in harmony
namely; reputation, investment, standards, visitor 
experience and communications. Failure in one will 
weaken the others.

The brief for this Strategy is clear in its focus to engage
with the community, which is a step often overlooked.
Through a thorough bottom-up approach the project has
engaged with the local community to extract what aspects
of their past they wished to tell and develop.
Consequently, it is the community who are largely the
ones writing the narrative script for future generations.
Offaly County Council deserve credit for committing 
to this creative approach and actively supporting it to a
conclusion.

This document is divided into two distinct spheres 
namely 
Part 1: What Stories Will We Tell and 
Part 2: Why We Chose These Stories.
In its own small way, it is hoped this Birr Interpretative
Strategy, by casting light on Birr's rich past, will help 
create a new sense of place for coming generations.

Birr Interpretative Strategy - A Unique Heritage Vision   4

PART 1 ‘WHAT STORIES WILL WE TELL’
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Birr

1.2 Birr Heritage 2021

1) Heritage Related Enterprise &
Infrastructure
The layout, architecture, and authenticity of Birr town
MacRegol Gospels (original 800AD),
County Council town library
Dedicated Birr Castle Demesne Visitor Attraction 
and Supporting Infrastructure
Hotels, Guesthouses and B&Bs
Irish Archaeology Field School, John's Place
Welcoming and expanding Cafe culture
Pubs with music
Thriving community of local artists
Artisan, organic food and craft producers
Cycle paths and walkways 

2) Interpretation, Signage & Trails
Birr town trail
Famous and Notables Trail (FAN Trail)
Sail inspired signage in the town (directional)
Interpretation board for Mary Ward
Interpretation boards for Wildlife at the Camcor Park
Interpretation board for the Seffin Stone
Interpretation board for the GAA hurling statue 

4) Networks, Community Engagement and
Partnerships
Birr Tidy Towns
Birr 20:20
Birr Historical Society 
Irish Georgian Society, Birr chapter 
Offaly County Council
Festivals committees

6) Birr town Physical Assets
Ann Meldon Hugh Birr Gateway Sculpture
Birr Courthouse - Reimagined as an 
important artistic space
Birr Theatre & Arts Centre
Camcor riverside park
Castle street and old Banabh Market
Castle Walls
Children's Playgrounds
Church lane
Column in Emmet Square
Courthouse
Crotty's Church
Fayles lane
Features in Streetscape (mercantile and 
residential)
Hurling Player Statue
John's Place and John's Mall / Statue of the 
3rd Earl Rosse
Library (The old Convent of Mercy)
Main Street
Manchester Martyr's Monument
Military history including former Birr 
barracks, graveyard Crinkill
Oldest suspended bridge in Ireland, Birr Castle
Demense
Oxmantown Mall
Significant Graveyards (St.Brendan’s, Crotty’s and
Birr Barracks)
St Brendan's Monastic Site 
Stained Glass art
Telescope - I-LOFAR (national and international
scientific partnerships)
Telescope - the Leviathan
The Maltings
The Russian Gun
The Seffin Stone
Turbine for Steam Ships - Turbinia

5) Communications, Branding and Promotion
Birr Castle Demesne, traditional and new media 
promotional material  
Birr town trail map
FAN map and website 
Visit Offaly.ie 
Visit Birr.ie
Birr Festivals Collective
Gift Ware and Souvenirs 5

An important part of the early research phase of the project was the creation of a Profile of
the town.This Profile was built upon information gathered and the inputs of many local people
through the Focus Groups and Online Survey.The result is a comprehensive sweep through
Birr's heritage assets and supporting infrastructure presented in pictorial layout for ease of
reference. It is not presenting itself as a 'definitive list' more an 'authoritative summary list' and
it is a helpful starting point to the development of the Strategy.This Profile should also be
viewed as a useful benchmarking tool which can be used to monitor progress in areas such as
investment and conservation into the future.

3) Human Resources
Local knowledge of heritage / tourist guides
(experienced/trained)
Birr Castle Demesne - Reception Area staff + Marketing /
Branding / Programming expertise
Educational and capacity-building partners e.g. ETB, FI
Offaly County Council MD, tourist officer, heritage officer,
arts, and architect
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Birr

Birr Heritage 2021

8) Birr town Natural Assets
Green infrastructure 
Croneen Trout
2 X Nature Information Boards
Swifts and Dippers on the Camcor 
Killaun Bog (2km from the town)
Largest plantation of Sequoia (Californian
Redwood) outside of California
5,000 + plant species in Birr Castle Demense
O’Carroll Oak
Holy wells
River Camcor, tributary of the Little Brosna River 
The Growery – Community Garden
Tallest Box Hedge in the world, Birr Castle
Demense 

10) Related Research, Policy and Funding
Offaly County Development Plan 2021- 27 (draft)
Offaly Tourism Plan 2017-2022
Ireland's Ancient East & Ireland's Hidden Heartlands
Strategic Plans
Birr Destination Town Development / external 
partner engagement
Failte Ireland Visitor Review Report 2020
Offaly Heritage Plan 2017-21
Offaly Arts Plan
Birr Courthouse Development Plan 'Creative 
Court' 2019
Birr Festivals Strategic Development Plan 2020
Birr Public Realm Plan 2009
Birr Public Realm Plan Addendum 2020
Birr Castle Demesne archives (and archivist)  
Offaly History Society photo archives
Birr - private photo collections/archives   
Midland Tribune (archive since 1881)

11) Heritage & Cultural Festivals / Events
Window Wanderland
Vintage Luminaries
Birr Vintage Week and Arts Festival
Hullabaloo Children’s Art Festival 
Offline Film Festival 
Scripts Ireland’s Playwriting Festival 
Birr Festival of Music
Heritage Week participation 
New Festivals Collective

9) Birr Castle Demense
Parklands and Gardens
Science Centre
Guided Tours
Visitor Services e.g. catering and educational 
tours, events
Visual display hologram – Mary Rosse
Telescopes -the Great Telescope and the 
new I-LOFAR radio telescope

6

7) Birr town Cultural Assets 
GAA especially hurling culture, lore and 
First All-Ireland
Birr Theatre and Arts Centre
Cain Adormain (Law of the Innocents).
Churchman Ussher
Clock Making in Emmet Square
Crotty Schism Story
Discoveries in Astronomy, Scientific and
Engineering
Extensive festival and events programme
Formally largest telescope in the world built by
local people
James Carlyle - Educate Together
Murals and public art
Orange Order in South Co. Offaly 
Formal gardens in Birr Castle
Printing and Watchmaking in Emmet Square
St. Brendan and the monastic story
Story of the Leinster Regiment and all those that
were based at/serviced Birr Barracks
Story of the O'Carroll family (pre-Parsons)
Story of the Parsons family
Story of the Women of Birr
The Earl Grey Girls
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This framework aims to identify the overarching themes, primary stories and
supporting narratives of Birr that will add to the richness and depth of the
future visitor experience.The visitor touch points are physical spaces that
support the telling of these stories along with the mediums through which
the stories will be communicated to the visitor. Finally, the multiple 
discoveries reveal the unexpected, long hidden or overlooked aspects of 
our past that visitors will find intriguing, insightful and sometimes challenging.
Together this hierarchy forms the Framework.

It may be risky and contentious to distil the wealth of Birr's 1500 years 
history into an easily recognised four course a la Carte menu for the visitors
of tomorrow, but the exercise is required at this stage in the development of
Birr as a destination town. Over time, with the addition of visitor feedback
and reflection, many of the elements below may change, as future generations
respond to their own set of opportunities, threats and beliefs.

1 INTERPRETATIVE THEME
Birr, Over 1500 years of Remarkable History

5 STORIES
1)    Early Christian and Spiritual Birr 
2)    Georgian Birr 
3)    O'Carrolls and the Parsons Families 
4)    Science and Invention
5)    Birr's Military History

7Birr Interpretative Strategy - A Unique Heritage Vision
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8Birr Interpretative Strategy - A Unique Heritage Vision

10 TOUCHPOINTS
1)    Former Sister of Mercy Convent 

(Library) / Macregol Gospels
2)    Birr Castle Demense Walls and Gardens
3)    St. Brendan’s Monastic Site
4)    Birr Barracks, Crinkill
5)    Crotty’s Church
6)    The Iconic Graveyards
7)    Castle Street
8)    Oxmantown Mall & John's Place
9)    Leviathan' Telescope and Science Centre
10)  First All-Ireland Hurling Final (1888)

15 DISCOVERIES
1)    Women of Birr 
2)    Hurling legacy and culture 
3)    Military Graveyard 
4)    Old shop fronts 
5)    Birdlife on the Camcor;
6)    Exotic flowers 
7)    Bogland story 
8)    Extraordinary artists 
9)    Heritage building regeneration 
10)  Craft traditions in stained glass 
11)  Monastic insights 
12)  Birr's role as a Midlands Hub  
13)  Cultural and religious identities 
14)  Traditional industries 
15)  19th century technologies.

BIRR'S HISTORY IN 'THINGS'
To conclude this Interpretative Framework section, it 
is an interesting exercise to view the assets of Birr in 
various themed bundles or clusters.These bundles/
clusters highlight the abundance of stories in Birr 
awaiting to be told ...the  list is not intended to be 
definitive or even placing a relative value on objects/
events/people or places, but more to demonstrate to
potential visitors that these 'Things' are currently in 
our shop window, why not come in and shop?    

Doors 
Statues 
Graveyards
Shopfronts 
Famine
Festivals
Streets
Trees / Plants  
Documents 
Small buildings with big stories
Big buildings with international stories
Public realm spaces
Signs
Trails
Tour Guides
Birds
Great Coffee!
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1.4  INNOVATIVE CONCEPTS

One of the challenges for this Interpretative Strategy is to indicate how Birr can
transform itself over the coming decade from being 'just another small Irish rural
heritage town' into being 'an exceptional Irish heritage town'.

As suggested previously, the consequence of delivering on this promise will be 
profound for the quality of life and opportunity for Birr's inhabitants today and
tomorrow.

The following set of 12 innovative concepts / recommendations have emerged
from ongoing consultations, research, and experience. Each should be shaped by
the following 7 'principles': -

•  Needs to be in keeping with the fundamental themes defining Birr in the
Framework above 

•  Needs to have an identifiable market demand  
•  Needs to conserve/enhance the physical and natural environment 
•  Needs to be commercially sustainable where appropriate 
•  Needs broad community support 
•  Needs to be aligned with all relevant town/county and national policy 

and guidelines and;
•  Needs to be achievable.

All the following concepts are within the capacity of current, or likely new, entities,
operators, or networks within the town to deliver - with support from multiple
external partners.Although, it should be emphasised that some of the later 
concepts push the boundaries of conventional thinking and planning for future
tourism needs and rather they fit into the medium to long term development of
the destination and should be viewed in this regard.

The following concepts will each fall into one of three distinct categories.
These are intended to simplify the organisation, future networking, alignment 
and synergy between concepts. It enables the reader see 'relationships' where 
individual actions play their part in making up a great whole.The category will be
identified immediately after the title of each.The categories include: - 

•  Organisation [1 - 3 below] 
•  Town Enhancement Work [4 - 6 below] 
•  Unique Project Option [7-12 below]

In addition to the above the following universal considerations have also 
influenced the crafting of the more ambitious recommended concepts 6-10 below.
They include: -

•  Securing establishment capital expenditure funding 
•  Policy alignment e.g. Ireland's Ancient East or Hidden Heartlands 
•  The likelihood of a phased delivery over many years 
•  Appropriateness to Birr's story 
•  Neighbours/community impacts/disturbance 
•  Commercialisation / financial independence 
•  Management, maintenance, and operations.

9Birr Interpretative Strategy - A Unique Heritage Vision
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1.4.1 TOURISM HUB Organisation

Birr town today is a heritage town without a gravitational
center.Visitors are not drawn towards one space/facility.
Even through Birr possesses some attractive public realm
spaces, there is no sense for the tourist of having arrived
in the center of the town.This coupled with the lack of a
dedicated tourist information office/point (obviously
excluding the Castle) presents a considerable opportunity.
A new easily accessible/pedestrianised plaza-like space is
required housing a progressive, multi-functioning and com-
mercialised tourist office.This space because of its loca-
tion, friendly/healthy design and programming would
instantly become a new 'meeting place' in the center of
Birr. Small commercial artisan/craft units may form part of
the model to sustain the economic magnet this space
needs to become.The Failte Ireland accredited formal
tourism office could be staffed year-round by local people
on a voluntary basis following the model of Tullamore. It
could aspire to house small micro tourist / recreational
businesses such as walking tours, bike hire and genealogy
services.The space could house a book shop, festival office
and gift ware.The main building may be constructed to be
part-outdoor (offering shelter) which will help support
the emerging purple economy (night-time / after dark
economy) of Birr that is showing welcome signs of
growth.This model is long established across Europe.

Responsibility
Offaly Tourism, Local Enterprise office, social enterprise,
and small business operators.

Timeframe
2-3yrs (including research, case making, securing funding,
procurement, construction, and operational readiness).
This project may be delivered on a phased basis.

Outcomes
Some and operational implications;
•  Feasibility study required to examine both site options  

and the business model 
•  Local ongoing consultations especially potential 

neighbours and property owners 
•  Micro business activation and facilitation 
•  Full appreciation of this market for these products/ 

services throughout the year 
•  Ensuring local ownership/usage for cultural, artistic and   

public market-type events 
•  A longer-term objective should be to secure a full-time  

Town Tourism Manager to oversee on a day-to-day level  
all the rolling initiatives and 

•  The development in the short term of an Integrated   
Tourism Development Plan for Birr, 2022-2032 will help   
tie together and further enhance many of the   
concepts/actions realised in this document   
(see: Roadmap #11 below).

10Birr Interpretative Strategy - A Unique Heritage Vision
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1.4.2 MOBILISING INTER-COUNTY AND CROSS-COUNTY INITIATIVES
CORRESPONDING TO THE BIRR 'STORY' Organisation

The Development of the Early Christian Heritage story across Offaly 
(five + prominent sites to be clustered) is a significant opportunity for Birr and
the Midlands to capitalise on an extremely rich, yet often disjointed, part of its
history.There should also be some consideration of the future development of
the story of the Rise, Fall and Rise Again of the Landed Estates of Offaly and
the bordering counties. Securing Feasibility Study funding to research, and 
possibly deliver on both, would be a first step.

Responsibility
Local Authority in partnership with the communities and 
landowners involved.

Timeframe
2-3 years (phased development)

Outcomes
Two new self-guiding trails anchored in Birr (i.e. start and 
end in the town).
Modelled on the likes of the Butler Trail 
(see: tipperary.com/the-butler-trail).
Further builds/reinforces Birr's heritage credentials and its position at
the heart of a wider midlands heritage narrative.

11
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1.4.3 BIRR HERITAGE GUIDING NETWORK Organisation

Birr is ripe for the further development of its guiding services. It is starting 
from a low base with some notable pioneers helping set high standards.With an
investment in living history/animated storytelling and the creation of a tourism hub
in the center of the town an opportunity exists to cluster, upskill, and jointly 
promote a cast of trained local guides.
The new guiding network should easily dovetail into aspects of the Castle offering
and further enhance the successful FAN trail.The town has the potential to graft
new specialist guided tours onto the traditional offerings such as Birr by Night,
Women's Tour of Birr, Birr's Military History, Science Tour,Architectural Tour
Through the Ages, Cultural and Arts Tour,The Children's Tour, Environmental and
Ecological Tour and Birr's Ghost Tour.The same corps of guides can be trained to
deliver/develop multiple themed tours.

In today's smartphone/social media world, much of the communications, selling and
booking can be done online.

Responsibility
Offaly Tourism partnering with Birr 20:20 with Leader and relevant trade.

Timeframe 1yr-2yrs (Incrementally growing with demand)

Outcomes
A key recommendation flowing from this Strategy is the need to upskill/train/net-
work specific visitor services personnel in the town such as guiding and visitor
interfacing staff. For example, a target should be set for the accredited training of
between 10-15 local guides over a 6-month part-time training programme under
the aegis of the likes of the ETB or FI.

Guiding, in time, should be seen in a more enlightened manner with not just one
size fits all. Guides can specialise in specific time periods and service different
types of visitor both linguistically, mobility-wise, gender specific i.e.Women's only
tours, after hours tours, bike tours and natural history tours of Birr.This segmen-
tation represents good international practice and will create a valuable selling tool.

12Birr Interpretative Strategy - A Unique Heritage Vision
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1.4.4 PURPLE FLAG - INTEGRATED NIGHT-TIME ECONOMY SUPPORTING
THE DAYTIME BRAND OFFERING OF BIRR. 
Town Enhancement Work

Opportunity to build a post-5pm tourism economy in the town embracing food,
activity, recreation, and entertainment building on the lead taken by Birr Theatre.
The streets need to be attractive and clean with suitable streetlighting for all to
stroll; key businesses need to be open and welcoming on specific days of the week
and the commercial offerings need to be of a high quality and as much as possible
aligned to the emerging Birr brand.This is an element of the Destination Towns
Funding.The small family-owned shops and craft businesses of Birr with their
authentic facades and warm welcome are a resource to be further
developed...they should be appreciated and protected as a significant asset.

Responsibility
Failte Ireland / Chamber of Commerce / Offaly County Council  

Timeframe
1yr-2yrs (establishment)

Outcomes
A recognised network of additional night-time social, cultural and entertainment
businesses.
Standards need to be agreed and a 'contract' offered to visitors to entice them to
come or stay after dark.
This all needs to be backed up by training, promotion and brand building all dove-
tailing with the emerging Birr destination brand.
Birr has much to build upon with its growing Cafe culture, charming streetscapes,
and impressive artistic offering.

13Birr Interpretative Strategy - A Unique Heritage Vision
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1.4.5 NEGOTIATED PEDESTRIAN AREAS
Town Enhancement Work

Birr needs to ask itself 'What will a visitor to the town in 50yrs time physically
experience, how will the atmosphere and streetscape have changed?’Part of this
complicated question is that a heritage town like Birr with its built heritage,
beauty and compactness will be more pedestrian and bike-friendly with an
enhanced welcoming public realm.The rapid move to a more carbon-neutral 
economy, technological advancements and lifestyle changes will shape future rural
Irish streetscapes in as dramatic a fashion as we have experienced over the last 50
years. Birr now need to plan as best it can for its tomorrow.The benefits seen in
Emmet Square would also benefit Market Square. It is hoped that the works 
currently underway at the Green will demonstrate this and lead to further 
connectivity between the castle and the town.
From an interpretative and visitor experience perspective it is encouraging to see
the beginning of a mature conversation on a negotiated and likely incremental
approach to freeing some of the town from the car. From the recent Covid-19
community experience, the paving in Main Street seems possibly confining and
could for example benefit from more pedestrian space and seating.
The Council, communities and the business community have in recent years been
working on encouraging locals and visitors to linger and walk the heritage town.
This co-working should be supported.

Responsibility
Offaly Local Authority led by Birr MD, Chamber of Commerce / subgroup 
of Birr 20:20

Outcomes
This slow transformation of parts of the town will help reinforce an emerging 
heritage brand for the town.A brand with values such as authentic, responsible,
sophisticated, and friendly to visitors.
It is worth noting that this conversation should not start and end with 
'pedestrianisation' but start and end with the conversation about the Birr's 
community future.
This is a debate that should be led by evidence and transferable case studies.
It should be noted that virtually every other heritage town in Ireland is devising
and rolling out ambitions plans for the enhancement of public spaces, streetscapes,
related programming and nighttime culture.Acceptable standards and visitor
expectation in a decade's time will be significantly higher than they may be today.

14
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1.4.6 BIRR'S MURAL MAGIC
Town Enhancement Work 

Birr town conserves and presents many of its finer heritage buildings in an 
impressive fashion. However, an opportunity arises to significantly overhaul the
more jaded and unloved old commercial and related buildings in the heart of the
town through a joined-up radical approach to beautifying derelict / unsightly 
buildings in the everyday 'eye' through a high-end artist-led mural painting 
programme.There have been similar projects delivered in Waterford and Sligo with
great success.This initiative could lend itself seamlessly to the interpretation of
Birr's history if the right locations are found. Laneways and alleyways are obvious
options as well as gable ends.This should be seen as a separate project to the 
successful Vintage Luminaries. Not every space will be appropriate or work for
'Birr magic mural' treatment.

Another option for some sites, in need of work or undergoing work, may be to
sheet them in Building Wrap (attractive exterior full-building sheeting which is 
easily reversible that displays a message/graphic/maps e.g. the recent Leinster
House renovation).The messaging could help with 'signposting' the visitor to other
heritage sites while offering a pictorial overview of the building itself in its prime.
However, this approach is not likely to be of long duration so the investment
should be balanced with the impact, investment and timeframe.

By working with the community development sector, a cohort of mostly young
people could be recruited to go through a reflective process on their sense of
place and hopes for the future. Nationally/internationally important mural artists
are then in a follow-on future phase engaged to work on creating the end offerings
on the streets and gables of the town.The actual process of creating these works
of art is every bit as important as the result.The success of this project is wholly
conditioned by securing the right site, story, resources, driver and caliber of artist.

The visual impact on key unloved parts of the town, in a relatively short space of
time, could be considerable in adding value to the emerging Birr brand.

Responsibility
Public, Community, NGO, Property Owners,Arts Officer and Architect in Offaly
County Council.

Timeframe
Phase 1 - Feasibility Study, end 2021 
Phase 2 - Secure funding, mid 2022 
Phase 3 - Engagement and visioning (including site visits elsewhere), end 2022 
Phase 4 - Delivery. Mid 2023 (end with international conference/symposium).

Outcomes
The net impact of both the murals and the heritage buildings' wrap can in a 
relatively short space of time help transform the look and feel of Birr. Momentum
is built as things are seen to be happening and the brand is enhanced.

15Birr Interpretative Strategy - A Unique Heritage Vision
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1.4.7 MONASTERY AND BARRACKS SPLENDOR, BIRR'S MODEL VILLAGES
Unique Project Option

This concept rotates around the creation of two best in Ireland themed miniature
model villages (e.g. 1 to 20 scale).These are large enough footprints to be walk-
through and/or viewed from an elevated viewing platform.The attention to detail,
historical accuracy and architectural authenticity will be exceptional. One 'village'
could be the recreation of a Birr monastic village in its heyday, located in the atri-
um area (or equivalent space) in Birr Library to support the interpretation of the
Macregol Gospels.The second could be the recreation of the Birr Barracks located
in Crinkill village if possible.This collective experience will be an intriguing physical
and interpretative manifestation of two of the town's most significant epochs. See
https://modelvillage.ie/ in Clonakility

Responsibility
Birr Barracks could be developed in partnership with Grant Engineering who
operate on much of the old military site. Public, private and community partner-
ships will be instrumental.The monastic village will need to be a combination of
partners such as the Council, HSE, and the Sisters of Mercy.

Timeframe
Detailed research and business planning by end 2022.Two completed villages by
mid-2025.

Outcomes
Some operational implications could be;
•  Site identification 
•  Prefabricated and/or assembly on site 
•  Site management and maintenance 
•  Commercialisation 
•  Acquiring the design, prop making and historical fact-checking skills 
•  Weatherproofing 
•  Layering on the educational, interpretation opportunities to the core visit.
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1.4.8 THE ST BRENDAN’S VIEWING TOWER
Unique Project Option

Visualise creating a bolt-on exterior prefabricated encased
glass/steel ascending ladder with a 360-viewing platform in
place of the collapsed section of St. Brendan’s Church.
The surrounding town layout and architecture could be
brought to life along with the surrounding landscape by
employing non-intrusive 3-D modern presentational panels
and technology as you circle the panorama.The tower
experience (especially for children reluctant about a day in
a boring 'heritage town') could become a significant hook
that draw families into Birr.A similar project is currently
being delivered for Acre's Folly in Tullamore Town - which
was originally built as a vista viewer by the 19th century
developer. On a more functional note, the tower experi-
ence helps orientate the visitor to the array of heritage
offerings in the town and beyond while linking the Town
to the Castle grounds.

Responsibility
This site is owned by Offaly County Council who would
need to liaise with the National Monuments given the
monuments listed status. In theory this venture upon
completion and if ticketed could be driven by a private
sector operator with community support.

Timeframe
1-2 years

Outcomes
The early income projections on this venture suggests it
could be a profit-making enterprise e.g. 30k paying visitors
per annum doubling within 5yrs.

Some 'risk' and operational implications could be 
•  Design and technical constraints/opportunities 
•  Securing planning permission and consent from the 

minister for the National Monuments Service 
•  Securing funding; - the new Community Monuments 

Fund is supporting appropriate conservation and 
interpretation projects.

•  Extensive and ongoing consultation 
•  Appropriateness of the new built structure given 

the themes and sensitivities embedded in this document.
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1.4.9 FESTIVAL ENHANCEMENT
Unique Project Option

Galway has its International Arts Festival, Kilkenny its Arts Festival, Cork its Jazz
Festival and Dublin its Theatre Festival while Stradbally has the Electric Picnic
and the Borris Festival of Writing and Ideas. Birr has its established Vintage
Week and Arts Festival, but does it carry the 'punch' it could? 
Birr is well positioned to develop a shoulder festival season which could for
example, run a week of seminars and activities dedicated to the likes of Global
Peace Building inspired by the C·in Cain Adormain ·in 'Law of Innocents'.
There is a strong alignment between this concept, and others in this section, as
it echoes recommendations in the Festivals Report for Birr in 2020.

Responsibility
Existing management structure with additional supports.
Festivals Collective.

Timeframe
2 years

Outcomes
Some operational implications 
•  Friction over carrying capacity of the town.
•  Impact on the new Birr brand identify 
•  Management, staff and capacity 
•  Identify, delivering and evolving new programming hooks 
•  Commercial sustainability 
•  Weather and related unforeseen obstacles and 
•  Detailed Feasibility Study required to examine options.
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1.4.10 FLORAL CORRIDOR
Unique Project Option

Birr is spatially divided in two halves, the Castle and the Town.This concept
involves designing and constructing, through the coordinated planting of trees,
flowers, and shrubs, a physical linkage of scale between the Castle grounds and
the centre of the town. Plant species from the Castle gardens will be employed
with in-built interpretative waymarks (X 10) telling the ecological story of Birr
over the last two millennia.There are early encouraging indications that this
concept can gather momentum, starting modestly and growing significantly into
a nationally/internationally iconic signifier into the medium-to-long term. As
street space is limited in Birr this proposition needs to be carefully technically
assessed (including supporting visualisations).A community consultation
process should underpin the process.

The inspiration behind this concept was the proposed Garden Bridge, London
and the new High Line project in New York. Can Birr, accepting its limitations,
create an Irish version of these exceptional visions?

Responsibility
Birr Tidy Towns partnering with the expertise from Birr Castle and supported
by the local authority. One existing entity in the town may not have the 
necessary bandwidth to deliver solely on the scale of this project which 
should not be underestimated.

Timeframe
A phased project -

Phase 1, end 2023
Phase 2, end 2025
Phase 3, end 2027

Outcomes
The experience for locals and visitors will be unique and enhancing for body
and mind as well as being environmentally positive. It will likely become the
dominant visual motif for the town over the coming decades ... as a photo-
opportunity it would have few peers in Ireland.The commercial case for the
investment would be its ability in one gesture to facilitate tens of thousands of
additional footfalls from the Castle into the Town and importantly vice versa.
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1.4.11 LIVING HISTORY ACADEMY OF BIRR
Unique Project Option

Developing storytelling further - Birr 'takes ownership' 
of the delivery of excellence in Living History 
presentation in Ireland by developing a unique 'school
'dedicated to training / supporting the next generation of
storytellers.This commercial venture will service (and
help define) future heritage attractions across Ireland.
The opportunities for Ireland's Ancient East to work
hand-in-glove with this facility could be significant. From a
quality assurance perspective, the venture would provide
bespoke / accredited training from acting skills to charac-
ter development, from script development to authentic
costumes and props, to recruiting, training the trainers,
management and promotion.There will likely be a need
for a rehearsal space / small studio with the theatre being
an integral part of the project.This concept also ties in
with the current redevelopment of the Courthouse in
Birr.This concept / recommendation also plays into the
already strong culture of theatre in the town stretching
back over a century.

Responsibility
Public Private Community Partnership / non-profit 
company vehicle. Could be partnered with a 3rd level 
educational institution in Ireland or internationally 
providing accreditation/academic supports.

Timeframe
Operational from end 2023 (all elements)

Outcomes
A local reparatory company will be established.This social
enterprise will immediately service / enhance the living
history needs of Birr town and Castle, which will likely
represent itself through several distinct 'living history'
stages or theatre spaces servicing a multitude of stories
and characters stretching back 1500yrs.

Some 'risk' and operation implications include;
•  Research to justify the concept - why has this not been

delivered elsewhere in Ireland?
•  Identifying a suitable training partner to oversee the 

academic requirements 
•  Accreditation and related 
•  Recruiting actors and maintaining a corps troupe to 

provide a critical mass of performers 
•  Seasonality 
•  Commercial sustainability 
•  Grafting living history onto the existing tourism 

offering in Birr.
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In the middle of rural France, a unique heritage visitor
experience has been brought to life currently servicing 
2m visitors per annum and employing nearly two thousand
local people (Est 1977). Birr can be inspired by this 
venture founded by Philippe de Villiers, learning from the
components that would work best for the town.Within
the outdoor Castle spaces/infrastructure and possible
adjacent town sites there are multiple stages where
themed shows could be presented, with night-time 
fireworks and staged pageant.All would be inspired by the
town's past.This would be a ticketed spectacle likely over
a 10-12wk seasonal window.The direct and indirect
impact on the regional economy could be significant,
creating a signature new attraction for Ireland's Ancient
East brand proposition.The community needs to ask itself
what a suitably scaled Puy du Fou experience in Birr could
look like and would Birr be content this being the 
international image that represents the town for the 
coming generations? See: www.puydufou.com/en and its
UK equivalent www.kynren.com.

Responsibility
Multiple partners across all strata.The leadership required
for this venture will need to be exceptional. Community
owner but privately operated.

Timeframe
Phase 1 - Initial Scoping (technical, commercial, operational
and environmental) Yr. 1
Phase 2 - Advance Pre-Planning Study (including drawings,
business case, operator identification and planning 
submission) Yr. 2 & 3
Phase 3 - Project Implementation - Yr. 3 & 4
Phase 4 - Facility Opening (phased basis) Yr. 5 & 6

Outcomes
Even scaled back and phased this is a considerable 
undertaking the likes of which have not been attempted in
Ireland before.A dedicated production company with 
multiple core skills from artistic, event production,
promotion and site management will be required. Ideally,
this is delivered initially for a modest two/three season
pilot period by a for-profit company contract by the com-
munity.This concept marries well with the Living History
Academy and related ideas within this document especially
the impressive heritage related festivals programme.

From an operational perspective even though this may 
be a mid to long-term concept the opportunity cost of
investing in this vision will have a significant bearing 
(both positive and negative) on all other existing or new
heritage related Birr offerings. It is not a project to be
undertaken lightly.
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2.1 CONSULTATIONS

The underlying intention behind the Birr Interpretative
Strategy was, through a process of deep consultations
with all relevant stakeholders, to arrive at a set of 
ambitious yet achievable solutions to help transform the
way the town presents its rich heritage to itself and the
world.The consultation ‘process’ in this case was 
extensive, diligent, and sensitive.A key feature was the
relative openness of the process which commenced early
and extended to the completion of the project, everyone
that wished to contribute should have been afforded an
opportunity to do so.These consultations have 
significantly informed the outputs from this Strategy.

A sincere ‘thank you' is extended to all those who took
the time and their generosity of spirit to contribute.

THE PROCESS

There was no hierarchy in the consultation platforms
employed. Each had a distinct role and provided contribu-
tors with a sensitive 'ear' to reflect upon the town's past.
The following were the building blocks and the primary
timelines of the consultation process: -

•  Online Survey (Wk4-Wk8) 
•  Focus Groups (Wk4-Wk9) 
•  One-to-One Consultations (Wk6-Wk10)  
•  The Project Management Group (Wk1 to Conclusion).

Each platform above had its own order in relation to who
was invited to participate, how this participation would
occur and finally, how they were recorded.The exercise
was private and confidential, giving the people of the
town an opportunity to speak freely with nothing submit-
ted being attributable to any one person in the final doc-
ument.This approach built 'trust' in the integrity of the
development of this document.

The following is a breakdown of the outcomes and learn-
ings from each of these consultation strands, additional
information is provided in the Appendix.

THE PARTICIPANTS

This project had a relatively narrow timeframe (April-
August, 2021).The key support for the consultants was
their relationship with the Project Management Group
(PMG), a capable cross section of four individuals nomi-
nated by Offaly County Council to help advise and over-
see the delivery of the strategy.The PMG consisted of
Amanda Pedlow as Heritage Officer with Offaly County
Council, Caroline Conway representing Birr Vintage Week
and Birr 20:20;Teresa Ryan-Feehan from Birr Historical
Society and Greg Smith from Birr Tidy Towns.
Initially it was through this group that participants for the
Focus Groups and One-to-One interviews were identi-
fied. On top of this input, existing heritage and communi-
ty-related contact databases were employed (within
GDPR guidelines) to communicate with likely participants
in the Online Survey in particular. Some participants then
followed this up by making direct contact with the con-
sultants.The two critical ingredients needed to make this
work was 1) engagement with as many perspectives as
possible while 2) giving the process the time needed to
extract the necessary information.

PART 2 'WHY WE CHOSE THESE STORIES'
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ONLINE SURVEY

This is a quantitative online survey (Google Forms) con-
ducted in mid-2021 from within the Birr community.The
focus was principally on helping develop and interpret the
rich 1500yr history and heritage of the town. It was unusual
in the depth of consultation with the people who call Birr
home or are regular visitors.The feedback from this survey,
along with other consultation work profiled below, has
been used to frame the outputs of this document.

In total 155 people responded generously to the set of 13
questions posed.The survey was conducted online between
the 31 April and the 31 May. It was separated into two sec-
tions, the first was to identify the profiles of the respon-
dents and the second was to gain information on the rela-
tionship and appreciation the residents of Birr had to the
history and heritage of their town.

The findings should be viewed in two ways;
1) the capturing of valuable observations and attitudes 
used to help inform this strategy and 2) as a useful bench-
mark to evaluate performance going forward (i.e. compare
and contrast these findings with a similar set of questions
posed in 2031 to a similar cohort of people).

When examining similar community surveys, it is easy to
dismiss them as being conducted in haste, the sample size
being too small to get an accurate picture, or that it may be
informed by a lack of knowledge or weighted with preju-
dice.The reality is likely closer to a ‘Who Wants to be a
Millionaire?’ scenario - when the contestants ‘Ask the
Audience’ it is usually the most accurate of all the lifelines!
There always emerges a wealth of additional information,
visions, political undercurrents or perspectives to justify the
design, distribution, and analysis...Birr has been no different.

To view the Online Survey results and analysis please see
Appendix C.

THE FOCUS GROUPS

There were four Focus Group Sessions conducted over a
5-week period. Due to Covid-19 restrictions, each of these
Focus Groups were conducted via Zoom over a two-hour
period.The participants were identified by the Project
Management Group and were sent invitations in advance to
join the Focus Group session of their choosing led by the
Consultants.The sessions were purposefully scheduled at
different times on different days to ensure the maximum
number of participants.

A set of generic open-ended heritage-related questions
were agreed upon in advance.These ranged from individual
heritage-related questions to Birr-focused questions on 
‘stories' and their priority.These provided the ‘running
order' for each session. However, flexibility was built into
the sessions - for example where the first Focus Group 
differed from the proceeding 3 as the participants were 
of a different cohort.The questions in the preceding three
sessions were identical except for the additional question
which was added to the final Focus Group.

There follows a snapshot of the discussions around the
questions posed, the primary talking points and
summary information gathered from all the Birr Focus
Group Sessions.
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FOCUS GROUP 1

The first session was a Focus Group in which TY Students (X 8) from
St. Brendan’s Community School in Birr participated.

Q1) When I say the word ‘Heritage’ what comes 
to your mind?
- Castle
- Hurling Club, First All-Ireland
- Monuments
- John's Mall
- Old Houses
- Church(s)
- A lot of history in Birr... the 'story' is sometimes told well, sometimes 

not e.g.Vintage Week is an excellent event that we are all ‘proud' of.
- During Vintage Week what stories caught your imagination? Parade 

was good with cars and bikes, the spectacle captured people's 
attention.

Q2) When you think of yourself as a teenager in Birr in
the past, where in time are you?
- Statue in square celebrating young lads executed during troubles

(Manchester Martyrs) ... lads executed 17/18 years age same age 
as participants

- Famine times, famine walls around the castle and their story + 
Workhouse, talk about building a ‘museum' but arson caused 
major damage...

Q3) What would you like to see as you walk down the
street to remind you of the past?
- More storyboards, made of nice natural material and imaginatively 

positioned.
- More art ‘stuff' to depict heritage - more modern art to depict our 

old stories ... more street art, murals with timelines ...Waterford 
City Street Art Festival, that would be good with a heritage 
storytelling event in the future

- Willow sculptures, living heritage monuments
- Wood carvings in Castle could be replicated in town

- Bog oak from bogs carvings telling heritage stories throughout the
town (wood from same era as the sculpted stories they tell!) ...
full sweep of time

- Monastic history/heritage NOT told in school, knowledge gap...
- Famine memorial

Q4) Where in the world do you think has the ‘best’
heritage? And why?
- Rome
- Greece
- England
- Egypt 
- Rome shaped a lot of the world in bygone years + they have much 

of their build heritage still in-tact
- Egypt, still standing and people come to see the spectacle and 

originality of the pyramids
- Scandinavia is rich in stories but little physical artefacts  

Q5) What can Birr learn from these places?
- Telescope BIG story
- Birr science culture  ... develop a heritage strategy around its science 

story... Science Town branding (more than just one discovery!) 
- Good architecture, Mall and fine houses  ... proud of the way the 

town looks  ... mix of way the community values its architectural 
heritage (even the school has won awards, 40yrs old)...

Q6) Single words relating to heritage
- Tradition
- Castle family
- Culture and Arts
- History
- Ancestors
- GAA Club (proud of heritage) 
- Architecture
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FOCUS GROUP 2

In the second focus group a random selection of 3 people participated.
Each had a considerable knowledge of the town's heritage.

Q1) What was your most memorable tourist experience
in Ireland or abroad? And why?
- Singing historian in Cong, living history, dressed up
- National Museum of Ireland, so many artefacts and periods of 

history within its walls
- Great Wall of China, feat of human strength 
- Clonmacnoise, visited at night and guided by candle-light, walking in

the footsteps of those who came before us
- A week in Venice spent socialising with locals, authentic experience
- A tour guide in Mexico who brought the story of the ancient 

civilisations to life

Q2) Which time period in Birr do you believe is most rich
in history and heritage for today's visitor? And Why?
- Medieval Church, MacGregol gospels, Law of the Innocents legacy
- Georgian town
- Clock making in Emmet Square 
- The beginning - pre-1620
- Augustus Pugin, Birr who helped design the House of Commons and
the House of Lords

Q3) Can you list historical events and/or personalities
relating to Birr that you feel are undervalued?
- James Carlyle - educate together- attended the anti-world slavery
convention- wrote early educational books
- The Earl Grey Girls
- GAA heritage

Q4) What story do you most associate with the town?
Has that story a wider national and/or international 
significance?
- Monastic story
- Military story 
- Clock makers in the town 
- Girl with prayer on cloth 
- The Parsons family's relationship with the poor
- Castle confiscated from the O'Carroll Clan
- Orange Order and Freemasonry in south Offaly
- Story of babies of unmarried mothers
- Pre-1620
- Crotty story
- Mary Lowndes - stained glass art in Shinrone village.
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FOCUS GROUP 3

In the third Focus Group a random selection of 6 people participated.
There was a significant variety of perspectives and experience in this
group.

Q1) What was your most memorable tourist experience
in Ireland or abroad? And why?
- Public space in Spain with spot lighting, wasn’t specifically for tourists
- American visitor came to Birr and found a gravestone of one of 

their relatives, a very emotional experience for all
- Northern lights in Iceland, driving at night
- Arts festival in Australia, engaging with art on the streets
- Catholic art museum in Italy

Q2) Which time period in Birr do you believe is most rich
in history and heritage for today's visitor? And Why?
- Georgian, because it is visible
- Starting from 6th C, St. Brendan, Law of the Innocents
- Leinster regiment, not visible
- Built heritage in a compact town easy to walk around in a few hours
- Present Birr, nice shops, cafes
- Dowris Hoard however outside the town
- Early Christian, pre-Christian 
- Story of the Workhouse and the Famine 

Q3) Can you list historical events and/or personalities
relating to Birr that you feel are undervalued?
- MacRegol Gospels
- Law of the Innocents
- Town needs to leverage the tourist numbers from the castle
- Mary Ward and Mary Parsons
- Dowris Hoard
- Green / Ecology - the emergence of a clean, green and 

responsible town

Q4) What story do you most associate with the town?
Has that story a wider national and/or international 
significance?
- Story of the two Mary’s
- Book of Birr
- Law of the Innocents
- Crotty Schism 
- O'Carroll Clan - pre-1620
- Telescope (incl the telescope lens)
- Spiral nature of the nebulae discovery
- Electric generation system (for street lighting)
- Turbine for steam ships
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FOCUS GROUP 4

In the fourth session a random selection of eight people participated.
Considerable experience and enthusiasm are embedded in this group.
For this group a final ‘rogue' question was added.

Q1) What was your most memorable tourist experience 
in Ireland or abroad? And why?
- Stonehenge - ancient, situation, to say you’ve been inside - mysticism 
- Newgrange - connection to ancient ways, Celtic ways,

primitive - mysticism
- Guatemala, knowledgeable guide, tour of the city, hearing the local 

stories, changed their perspective of the place
- Australia, tour of an indigenous sites by indigenous people - intimate

connection with the past
- Pathway, walkway in New York, outdoor communal space, high up 

in the air, public space/art/planting/green recreational space
- Kilmainham Jail, personal connection, eerie, evocative atmosphere,

pathos

Q2) Which time period in Birr do you believe is most rich
in history and heritage for today's visitor? And Why?
- Georgian 
- Crossover period, pre-plantation and after- unanswered questions- 

no narrative - the cusp between one era and another
- Medieval (but there are not a lot of accessible things for tourists 

to look for evidence)
- Story of St Brendan 
- Story of the O’Carroll Clan
- Who we are today, our identity today, ancestral research
- Global biodiversity 
- Wall between the castle and the town- built during the famine - 

physical barrier but brought the communities together
- Law of the Innocents - 697 - learnings for today/legacy to be 

exploited in today's fractured world
- Planting from the castles into the town- a physical link

Q3) Can you list historical events and/or personalities
relating to Birr that you feel are undervalued?
- Vintage Week
- Offline Festival
- First All -Ireland Hurling Final 
- Turbinia 
- Law of the Innocents
- MacGregol gospels (and modern Library building with a 

fascinating story)
- Leinster Regiment 
- Military History
- The Workhouse - who were they, how they ended up there,

international visitors would be interested in the human stories
- Crotty Schism (one of many ‘firsts' and original stories emerging 

from Birr's past)
- Castle Street - all the industries, distilleries, flax, mill
- Initial story as to how and why the town was established 
- Burning of the Barracks, brings the story of the free state into 

focus - republicanism and the landlords
- Mary Ward and Mary Rosse - the friendship - Feminism
- Eamon Bulfin - revolutionary
- Old occupations and traditional skills
- Micro stories - using QR codes (happen upon of them, 4-5 

casually positioned as your walking around, soundscapes and narratives
- Caitlin Brugha, wife of Cathal de Brugha
- Foundation of the convent of mercy and the regeneration of the 

dold convent
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Q4) What story do you most associate with the town? 
Has that story a wider national and/or international 
significance?
- Telescope (old and new)
- Story of the Workhouse, diaspora, tracing of ancestry 
- 12 monasteries in Offaly/Region - linking Birr with the wider 

Early Monasticism heritage
- Mini Camino of monasticism in Offaly- spirituality trail 
- Surrounded by Bog in the Midlands - flora and fauna
- Environmental tourism 
- Educational and ‘learning-type' tourism packages

Q5) If you were given 10,000,000 euros to spend on 
the development of heritage in Birr what would you 
spend it on?
- Workhouse repurposed
- Excavating early Christian sites in the midlands
- Education for the town, general knowledge of the town for the locals,

ambassadors for the town
- Beacon for the future, a green example, cleanest greenest town in Ireland,

be at the forefront of progressive policies (e.g. Switzerland, Scandinavia).
- Tourism Hub, heritage center, visitor center, info office, education center
- Some spent on developing the stories of the past and the rest to make 

Birr a pioneer again in something it has a natural advantage in
- Sustainability as a tourism offering
- Multi appeal offering with new visitor center telling the story of 

Birr down the ages
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ONE-TO-ONE CONSULTATIONS

A key objective for the consultation process was ‘to help build and
cement strategic bridges with essential partners early in the process’.
This was achieved through an ongoing series of comprehensive 
individual phone/zoom engagements with a broad range of individuals
involved in some aspect of Birr's heritage conservation, promotion and
development.These sessions were conducted with the lead consultant
on a private and confidential basis.

In total nearly twenty such sessions occurred including: -

•  Municipal District Councillors and Senior OCC Executives 
•  Birr Castle Foundation 
•  Birr Castle Oxmantown Settlement Trust 
•  Birr Historical Society 
•  Tour Guides 
•  Environment 
•  Business 
•  Training and Education 
•  Arts, Culture and Festival Organisers.

There was a similar format employed for each session namely a 
free-flowing discussion through a set of questions to help frame 
the conversation.The following gives some idea of the nature of the
questions and their flow over a normal 60 min session.

•  What was your most memorable heritage experience, as a tourist,
in Ireland or abroad? How was this on-site historical information 
presented to you? 

•  Which time period in Birr, do you believe, is most rich in history 
and heritage for today's visitor? And Why? (e.g. Early Christian,
Medieval, Georgian, Foundation of the State).

•  Can you list 2 historical events and 2 personalities relating to 
Birr that you feel are undervalued? 

•  What story do you most associate with the town? Has that 
story a wider national and/or international significance?

Although the above was a framework for the discussion, many quickly
focused in on topics, issues or opportunities. Many of the participants
had also completed the Online Survey before the session.
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THE OUTCOME

No two sessions were the same with the variety of heritage-related
subjects being considerable.This depth of local knowledge, passion and
commitment was impressive. A related challenge now is to see how
best to harness, nurture and sustain this goodwill over the coming
decade.This challenge will be addressed frequently in this document.

There was an interesting profile of participants, summarised as follows:

•  65yr age difference between oldest/youngest one-to-one participant 
with the youngest being a Tour Guide in the Castle 

•  Mostly Birr natives with a few who have moved to the town.
•  Equal split between voluntary, business and public sector participants 
•  Participants tended to fall into four distinct orientations - 

history/heritage; sustainable community development; business 
and; arts, culture and the environment.

To deconstruct and extract practical
learnings to inform this document it
was necessary to begin to merge
the various strands of the whole 
consultation process.The following 
provides an insight into the visions 
presented, concerns expressed, and
ideas generated for the Birr
Interpretative Strategy.
They marry well with the outcomes
from the Online Survey and the
Focus Groups.

HEADLINE COMMENTS

•  Birr is a fascinating and ‘community-rich' place to live and bring 
up a family 

•  Always need to work on the relationship between the Castle and 
the Town ... both need to continuously support and grow with 
the other 

•  Birr has a great sense of community with a ‘can do’ spirit 
•  The Castle has significant potential to grow its visitor offering and 

consequently visitor numbers/visitor expenditure over the coming 
decade  ... one of the challenges is to get current day visitors to 
spend longer ‘doing’ Birr town and castle and possibly staying 
overnight in the process 

•  Examine carefully the greater pedestrianisation of the town 
(walking/cycling) combined with ongoing investment in enhancing 
the public realm spaces 

•  Birr excels in its built heritage post-1800 - this is an ‘emblem' or 
brand for the town which is largely undervalued probably because 
it is a living heritage 

•  The town's evening economy (for tourists and locals alike) needs 
to be refreshed as it has such potential combining food, music,
theatre, outdoor performance, specialist retailing, nighttime tours and 
events and 

•  Without a new type of cooperation between the necessary partners
with an accompanying vision and resources Birr will be unable to
achieve anything more than it is doing today. Is the hunger there 
for this fundamental change? 
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GENERAL RANDOM COMMENTS

•  The town needs another visitor attraction of some scale to balance
out / complement the Castle  ... the town is currently not seen to 
provide this counterbalance for visitors to any great degree 

•  The existing Georgian architecture within the town should be 
further supported by a bespoke building’s improvements scheme   
e.g. enhancing windows and doors 

•  Significant arts and culture being produced and consumed (with 
many national ‘firsts' including Oldest Film Society in Ireland) 

•  Need to better marry the artists within the community to the 
telling of the ‘Birr story’ ... significant opportunity exists 

•  Birr 20:20 is working but needs to be refreshed 
•  More activism in Birr than perhaps any other comparable 

town in Ireland of its size 
•  Local walks and trails need upgrading and another layer 

of interpretation 
•  Monastic past is important but not as important as the 

Georgian past in relation to defining Birr going forward 
•  Important not to forget the ‘social history' element in the 

Birr narrative 
•  Birr's 44ft pillar is the oldest monumental pillar in Ireland 

and can be refreshed/repurposed 
•  Castle Gardens undervalued with the telescope the 

big ‘international’ story 
•  Don’t lose the sense of fun in interpreting Birr's past 
•  Keep listening to the youth of Birr 
•  Birr's emerging Cafe culture needs to be better acknowledged 

and supported 
•  Birr Vintage and Arts Festival has potential to grow 

•  Birr's traditional / family businesses are a significant ‘asset’ in 
need of support... the broader business community has an 
important role to play in helping deliver a more vibrant 
heritage-themed town

•  Significant future role for the ETB in the roll-out of heritage 
related initiatives 

•  Birr's role in early Christian heritage on the island is often 
undervalued... the town has a role to play in helping cluster several
unique attractions/features within the county spreading also into 
North Tipperary 

•  Military theme undervalued/under promoted ... has less of a 
concrete legacy than Georgian theme 

•  Important that the future public lighting theme for Birr matches 
the interpretative themes emerging from this document;

•  Birr town has no tourism heart - the town needs a tourism hub to
act as a magnet and 

•  St Brendan and Birr - an undervalued story.

In conclusion, the above presents some of the richness that came from
numerous one-to-one engagements. Many of the concepts are practical
and achievable over time however, all will rely on suitable drivers and
resources. Hard decision will need to be made into the future on what
are priority projects.A question was asked above about the ‘hunger' of
the community to deliver upon the great promise of the town, given its
assets, or whether there is a quiet complacency that will inhibit
progress and will compromise future public and private investment.
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THE PROJECT MANAGEMENT GROUP

The Project Management Group’s (PMG) purpose was to oversee,
advise and coordinate the Interpretative Strategy Document from its
inception phase to its completion. It also importantly helped guide the
consultants through the labyrinth of local issues, relationships and 
histories that impacted upon developing the first Interpretative Strategy
for the town.

The PMG was made up of four experienced representatives from 
different heritage-related groups in Birr town; Greg Smith a 
representative of Birr Tidy Towns:Teresa Ryan-Feehan a representative
of Birr Historical Society and Caroline Conway a representative of Birr
Vintage Week / artistic community.Amanda Pedlow, Offaly County
Council Heritage Officer, brought considerable experience, context and
perspectives to all discussions.

The PMG meetings were scheduled once a week at an agreed time
(usually Monday evenings) and were conducted via Zoom.
The agenda was circulated in advance including a meeting note from
the previous week's session.Additionally, each member was also given
the opportunity to talk about their previous and current engagements
with heritage-related projects in Birr and to voice their vision for the
future of heritage in the town.Along with the scheduled weekly Zoom
meetings, there was a continual flow of email correspondence between
the individual PMG members and the consultants providing an 
invaluable source of local knowledge and expertise which aided the
process at every stage of the project.The generosity, capacity and 
open-mindedness of the group was considerable.
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Where does Birr stand today in relation
to possessing the fundamental building
blocks for a sustainable and vibrant
destination town?

The following is built on the research
completed, site visits conducted and 
critically the extensive inputs to the 
consultations process outlined above.
The intention is to give a current 
snapshot of the town's suitability and
alignment to the national destination
towns criteria which is built upon good
practice.The assessment is broken down
as follows:

•  Failte Ireland Establishing Criteria =  
Previously established national criteria
for the establishment of a healthy 
destination town.

•  Birr's Current Position = 
Based on evidence how the town 
currently rates from Low, Mid to High 
suitability in relation to each of this 
criterion.

•  Comment = 
Specific observation/suggestions 
in relation to the town.

Failte Ireland Establishing
Criteria
Strong character & sense of place
Birr's Current Position High

Birr has exceptional potential in this
regard.The town is currently a nationally
standout small heritage town with few if
any peers - therein lies its potential for
coordinated growth.

Failte Ireland Establishing
Criteria
Rich diversity of functions and activities
Birr's Current Position Low

Birr currently is largely ‘defined' by the
Castle and perceived as a largely
Georgian built heritage.There is little
external appreciation for the broader
sweep of 1500 yrs. of history in the town.
The opportunity to widen the ‘menu’ is
addressed elsewhere in this document.

Failte Ireland Establishing
Criteria
Adaptable urban structure to 
accommodate longer term changes
Birr's Current Position High

Birr and its environs have potential to
grow in a sustainable fashion.There is 
significant potential to refresh/reimagine
many of the finer older buildings e.g. river
fronting mills , derelict old commercial
premises and the reimagining of the old
Courthouse.The Heritage Council Town
Centre Health Check may be useful here.

Failte Ireland Establishing
Criteria
Well-connected network of streets
Birr's Current Position High

Birr is one of the most attractive rural
Irish town to walk through - it is flat,
compact and attractive with an 
abundance of stories to add additional
layers of interpretative value and is easy
to navigate.

Failte Ireland Establishing
Criteria
Priority in town center for pedestrians 
Birr's Current Position Low

Recent experience suggests there is a
lack of a community consensus on how
best to design/service the non-vehicular
visitor of the future.This often-con-
tentious issue needs to be definitively
addressed through a structured ‘commu-
nity conversation’.
It should be noted that the physical
requirements of the pedestrian and
cyclist may sometimes differ.
The daytime access to the Castle grounds
from the town is sometimes undervalued
- this is a recreational asset few 
comparable towns in Ireland possess and
it can be further utilised/upgraded for the
betterment of all in the community.

Failte Ireland Establishing
Criteria
Coherent, legible and attractive
streetscapes
Birr's Current Position High

One of the most attractive features of
Birr's streetscape is its authenticity.This
must be maintained and nurtured.There
are few of the excessive, inappropriate
and garish shop signage associated with
other towns. There remains a consistent
alignment of street names to historical
events/characters anchored in Birr's past
e.g. Oxmantown Mall, Emmet Square and
John's Place.

Failte Ireland Establishing
Criteria
Good quality and attractive public realm
Birr's Current Position Mid to High

Significant Council-led investment has
considerably improved the availability,
character and quality of the public realm
spaces in the town.This commitment
needs to continue through the likes of
the Destination Towns programme as the
revitalisation of public areas of the town
will greatly enhance the visitor experi-
ence while improving the quality of life
for town people.

2.2 DESTINATION TOWN CRITERIA AND BIRR
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Failte Ireland Establishing
Criteria
Unlocking under-used
and vacant sites/properties
Birr's Current Position Mid

There is some dereliction and abandon-
ment in Birr in addition to unused build-
ing being currently reimagined like the
Courthouse. Many of the closed-up build-
ings carry the nameplates of local com-
mercial families and traditional
skills/trades.The reality however suggests
that a vacant property is an opportunity
to create local jobs and add to the over-
all visitor journey through the town?    

Failte Ireland Establishing
Criteria
Ensuring clean and safe environment
Birr's Current Position High

Birr scores highly in the way it 
physically maintains and presents itself to
locals and visitors.The role of the
Council working closely with Birr Tidy
Towns continues to do exceptional work.
This attention to detail and 
standards will pay handsomely as the
town repurposes itself as a more recog-
nisable nationally significant 
heritage tourism destination.

Failte Ireland Establishing
Criteria
Addressing traffic and congestion
Birr's Current Position Low

Birr, especially at peak times, has a con-
gestion problem. Random temporary
double parking in key commercial streets
impedes progress though the town.
Dedicated car parking sites are freely
available.A significant amount of free/
reasonably priced and safe parking
around the Castle and related areas is a
bonus to the visitor to the town.This
practical measure above  possible all oth-
ers facilitates the visitor to the Castle
venturing into the town, this must be
welcomed and maintained if possible.

Failte Ireland Establishing
Criteria
Integration of green spaces & linkages,
within and around the town
Birr's Current Position Mid

Birr is demonstrating a commitment to
positioning itself as a progressive ‘green'
town through the likes of local food and
hydro energy production, greening/plant-
ing, recreational facilities investment,
waste management and community edu-
cation/action.This ‘back to the future'
ethos is building on the innovation and
practice so evident in 19th century Birr
when for example it generated its own
electricity.

However, an opportunity now arises for a
broader and more integrated approach
that aligns itself with the growth of a 
heritage tourism economy in the town
over the coming decade.The current
Camcor River project is a good example
of planning ahead.

Failte Ireland Establishing
Criteria
Survival of the main street
Birr's Current Position Mid

Emmet Square has seen significant
upgrading while some of the 
commercial streets radiating off the
‘center' of town appear to be surviving
(rather than thriving).Traditional 
small-town businesses appear to be
under more pressure to survive than
newer entrants like Cafe
culture/lifestyle/personal services type
enterprises. Other comparable towns
have found solutions under the umbrella
of an artisan quarter for related 
micro-businesses.This is often linked to
the night-time economy and a boutique
festivals and events.

The absence of a visible, attractive, and
easily accessible ‘tourism hub' certainly is
an obstacle to future growth.
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2.3 FINDINGS

The following two distinct sections represent the totality 
of what the consultants have uncovered.The first section
compresses the key learnings from the previous consulta-
tion section into several bullet point summary findings 
(further expanded upon in Appendix D).The second breaks
the current Birr visitor experience into three segments
namely Interpretation & Communications, Destination
Development in the Age of Storytelling and Management
and Finance, each will be viewed through the lens of the
stories we should be telling (and the means by which we
best tell them) to ourselves and others.

As we have seen, the story of Birr is unlike any comparable
Irish heritage town. It is largely signified by fundamental
contrasts that add drama and spice to an original rolling
narrative.The local is made global through class, religion
and identity, gender, colonialism, economics, and invention...
these universal stories are the DNA of this Interpretative
Strategy.

This section often illustrates the grey lines between 
interpretative narrative development and interpretative
planning; between interpretative development and 
destination development and between heritage narrative
priorities and overall tourism master planning of a town
like Birr. It would be unwise in this document to get overly
preoccupied with categories and demarcations.

To begin it would be helpful to distil all the primary findings
into manageable bit-size chunks: -  

‘10’HEADLINE FINDINGS

• Birr has a unique story and set of impressive, easily 
accessible, historical assets/artefacts;

• Birr's story today to the outside world is often singular 
and disjointed  ... the visitor sees ‘trees not the forest' or 
the castle and not the town 

• Birr possesses considerable human capacity, social  
cohesion and a quiet collective self-confidence 

• Birr possesses a considerable and admirable ‘pride  
of place' 

• Birr physically presenting itself well and has conserved 
many of its primary heritage assets 

• Birr likely undervalues its self-worth thus clouding  
ambition 

• Birr should be viewed as the sum of all its parts 
• Birr possesses a virtually unbroken 1500yr narrative  

sweep ... this is a nationally enviable historic timeline  
• Birr lacks a common vision and supporting ‘plan' for  

its future tourism development and 
• Birr has the building blocks to create an internationally 

significant authentic heritage town experience within  
the next two decades.
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The following section is built upon extensive consulta-
tions profiled above, site visits and previous knowledge
on developing sustainable heritage destinations.This
raw material has been distilled further and broken into
three distinct sections namely Interpretation &
Communications  - especially examining what stories
are told, how they are delivered and by whom;
Destination Development in the Age of Storytelling -
interpretation and related contribution to the integrat-
ed development of Birr as a heritage tourism destina-
tion town fully aligned with Ireland's Ancient East and
Management and Finance - how does the town best
manage, support and finance its interpretation,
communication, programming and tourism future.

Finally, it is impossible to see these findings in isolation
from the imperceptible evolution of Birr as a sustain-
able 21-century rural Irish mid-size town (under 5000).
However, priority is always given to the softer 
narrative-orientated and interpretative findings in this
document  ... a more expansive and fully integrated plan
will complete the circle sometime soon.That plan will
provide the town with the justification, and detailed
integrated tourism development plan it requires.

There follows ‘21’more detailed findings including: -

1 INTERPRETATION & COMMUNICATIONS

1.1 The Early Christian/Monastic storyline is underrep-
resented in the current Birr narrative.The potential for
greater synergy with sister early Christian/spiritual 
sites in the county/inter-county and sub-region needs
to be harnessed in a joined-up manner, the dividends
will be significant.

1.2 The public sector has become the de facto lead
promoter of tourism in the area - a role and 
responsibility in a healthier economy which would 
be shared with other partners.

1.3 There is an impressive and sustainable annual 
arts/heritage-themed festival programme underpinning
tourism development. However, an opportunity exists
for a signature festival or event of scale that reinforces
the core themes of Birr being developed over the 
coming decade.With this will come increased tourism
revenue, employment, raised PR, national visibility and
enhanced skills.

1.4 Birr town and immediate environs has a rich,
problematic and often bloody military history. It is a 
challenge to extract an agreed 'tourism offering' from
this and requires a comprehensive understanding from
those communicating it.Therefore, a carefully consid-
ered and well-presented interpretation is necessary.
The role of Birr Historical Society in exploring military
related themes over the years is a unique and valuable
resource.

1.5 Brand building, messaging and management is cur-
rently modest and functional at best. Recent brand
related developments should be encouraged e.g. eco-
tourism branding.There is little evidence of joined-up

communications planning. However, all branding should
be fully aligned and under the guidelines of Ireland's
Ancient East, Ireland's Hidden Heartlands and Visit
Offaly.ie.This area should be addressed fully in a future
integrated tourism plan profiled above.

1.6 It would be useful to have an Online Heritage
Photo Library for all Birr (Castle and Town).As part of
a future ‘heritage audit' type exercise it would be wise
to invest in assembling a new accessible-for-all digital
image library comprising the best of existing material
plus newly commissioned imagery from a local photog-
rapher(s).This could also be augmented through the
cream emerging from a local amateur photographic
competition and it could be dovetailed into the impres-
sive research/archive/library resource in the Castle.
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2  DESTINATION DEVELOPMENT IN THE AGE OF STORYTELLING

2.1  There currently appears to be a commonly held view that there is an 
absence of the necessary attractors to develop a progressive and 
sustainable heritage-orientated tourism economy in Birr. Evidence and 
objective analysis would suggest otherwise.

2.2 Two assets standout - Birr Town and Birr Castle.They are inexorably linked
and always will be.

2.3 Two elements underperform - brand recognition (nationally/internationally)
and absence of long-term planning, with one likely the consequence of the 
other.

2.4 Following on from the points above, Birr has significant potential to grow 
as a distinct and authentic 'heritage destination'. However, a master-planning
philosophy needs to underpin this vision viewing it as an intergenerational
challenge driven by quality delivery of the ‘Birr Experience’.

2.5 A significant destination development, brand-building and importantly 
commercial opportunity exists through the investment of linkages with
neighbouring attractions, Ireland Hidden Heartlands/Ireland Ancient East,
Shannon Region Masterplan implementation, propositions emerging from 
the Just Transition funded projects and the reimagining of our boglands.
Birr can position itself as a niche ‘hub' servicing the needs of sister heritage 
and environmental attractions in the midlands giving it an all-year-round
tourism economy.

2.6 Birr lacks a central meeting place for tourists with the infrastructure to 
meet their information, entertainment and related needs. Until this current
lack of cohesion and physical presence is addressed tourism development
progress will be restricted.
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MANAGEMENT AND FINANCE

3.1 There is an opportunity for private sector drivers with-
in the community to invest in the heritage tourism offerings
of tomorrow.This potential for funding could run alongside
other platforms e.g. LEADER, Heritage Council, Destination
Town Funding, Creative Ireland and Arts Council.There is
an understandable skills and capacity deficit in relation to
driving sustainable tourism development in Birr. Future
tourism investment (from whatever source) may be ques-
tioned by funders without the roll-out of a bespoke multi-
annual training programme for existing and new entrants
into the town's heritage and cultural tourism economy.
It should be remembered that at this stage of Birr's
tourism cycle that development is largely about 
‘empowering people'.The process of this interpretive plan
consultation has shown an appetite to engage and be part
of the wider discussion.

3.2 There is an opportunity to develop a 'heritage tourism-
type representative network' embracing/supporting and
raising the capacity of all relevant parties within Birr.
This ‘network' could play an important role in seeing key
projects delivered, be a non-profit vehicle for future funding
and possibly accommodate with others a ‘Birr Town
Tourism Manager’ type role outlined above. It is notable
that Birr 20:20 has this as an objective.

3.3 There is a current need for benchmarks / key perform-
ance indicators (KPI’s) to evaluate performance and growth
of Birr's heritage-related tourism. In order to justify future
public funding this absence needs to be addressed through
the benchmarking of indices like: - growth in employment,
increase in overnight stays, growth in international visitor
numbers into the town, seasonal spread of tourists and the
sum of total capital investment into heritage-related
tourism.There are other indicators such as media exposure
secured, community engagement undertaken, certified 

training programmes completed, events delivered, related
sponsorship received and environmental enhancements that
should also be considered  ... together all these will provide
a regular snapshot of the performance of the town.

3.4 All interpretation, branding and tourism development 
in the future should be viewed through the lens of Failte
Ireland's good sustainable practice and fully aligned with 
the Offaly county tourism and heritage strategies. Birr is 
in a good position to lead regionally on community 
action addressing climate change and greening its tourism
economy.

3.5 Birr collectively has an extensive and impressive ‘con-
tact database ‘of willing partners and friends.These relation-
ships, where possible, need to be formalised and cultivated
for political case-making to private investment, from events
delivery to national media promotion.This needs to be
centralised.

3.6 Birr Castle has witnessed a renaissance over the last
generation resulting in the emergence of a nationally
respected, heritage/science-orientated, day-visitor attraction
within excess of 120k visitors per annum.The direct and
indirect dividends for all in the community are considerable
and will likely grow. Managing the future relationship
between Birr Town and Birr Castle will be critical to the
success of both.

3.7 There is little evidence of the economic case being
made for future public investment in the heritage tourism
economy of Birr.An economic impact analysis would be a
valuable addition to the research documentation being 
generated to support future destination development type
applications.This should be built into the terms of 
reference for a future tourism plan already discussed.
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This section will outline the set of principles, best practice
examples, and overarching ideas that have been employed
to generate the Interpretative Framework and the
Innovative Concepts in this Interpretative Strategy. It is
based on modern theoretical concepts surrounding the
interpretation of history and heritage in the tourism space
which have been adopted in Ireland by the likes of Failte
Ireland and internationally.

As this heritage interpretation strategy is part of the
‘Destination Towns' process there is an obvious need to
theorise and present this document through the prism of
destination development rather than merely the develop-
ment of a select few heritage assets within the town.This
means developing the interpretation of Birr's past in ways
which view the town and its assets as a whole visitor
experience.This project will hopefully pave the way
towards Birr becoming a ‘destination town' rather than
being several heritage offerings located in a town.

Lastly, it is important to observe that a large percentage of
visitors to Birr will not have the contextual or background
knowledge of Irish history more broadly and therefore, this
interpretative strategy proposes a two-fold approach ;
1) appropriate foundation level information is provided
within the interpretation (for the international visitor) and
2) for those who are familiar with the background and
context of Irish history (the domestic visitor), the 
interpretation of Birr's history and heritage will begin at
the sub-theme level.

Objectives for the Interpretation of
Heritage in Birr-

The interpretative objectives for this project are 
based on several widely recognised goals in 
heritage interpretation, namely;
• Aligning facts with meaningful themes 
• Turning phenomena into experiences e.g. Developing 

the interpretation of past events as tourism experiences 
for visitors and  

• Engagement with a defined audience.

Furthermore, this project aims to develop the interpreta-
tion of Birr's heritage towards guaranteeing certain visitor
outcomes i.e. anticipating how our future visitors will
respond and feel allowing us to deliver as memorable an
experience as possible.
These outcomes are largely emotional.These include: -
•  Heritage to entertain - The interpretation of heritage to 

bring a proverbial smile to the visitor’s face.
•  Heritage to provoke - The interpretation of heritage to 

provoke a reaction in visitors e.g. highlighting altruism or
addressing prejudice.

•  Heritage to relate - The interpretation of heritage to 
encourage visitors to relate this heritage experience 
with their own lives/experiences elsewhere e.g. material 
poverty, cruelty, compassion or the practical application 
of intelligence, the latter being a major strand to the 
Birr story.

• Heritage to reveal - The interpretation of heritage to 
reveal the unexpected or hidden stories under the 
surface e.g. the role of key Birr women in the 

development of the town.
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An important objective of this project is to
develop and refine the interpretation of Birr's
heritage, past and present, with the future 
visitor in mind.Therefore, a noteworthy strand
of a robust interpretative strategy with 
longevity and relevance is to acknowledge and
incorporate climate change, ecology, and the
green economy into any planning for the future
of Birr.All the concepts and actions presented
are based around generating sustainable, lasting,
and positive additions to daily life in Birr for its
residents, visitors, and ecosystem.

METHODS
There are several methods that are universally
accepted to achieve the type of heritage 
objectives above.These methods include: -

1) Storytelling e.g. through living history, street
performances or trained guides... currently all
underperforming in Birr 

2) The interpretation of history and heritage
told through people and characters (rather
than dates) e.g. a soldier's wife in Birr, in which
traditional interpretative panels can be
employed and 

3) Using unconventional methods and/or
objects to tell the story e.g. Son et lumi’re
(integrated external sound and light show),
themed festival or event. Birr employs many of
these tools currently to an exceptionally high
standard.

1) STORYTELLING
An opportunity now exists for Birr's rich and
varied history to be told more comprehensively
through the art of storytelling. Storytelling is
underused in Birr today despite its rich ama-
teur drama and theatrical tradition.As a tool in
supporting heritage interpretation and destina-
tion development, good storytelling is guided by
the following: -
•  Theatrical principles of presentation 
•  Sense and emotional simulation and 
•   Achieving visitor involvement.

Storytelling is increasingly employed by mature
heritage destinations throughout Ireland and
beyond to give them a competitive edge and
differentiate themselves from the competition.
It is an approach strongly advocated by Failte
Ireland.A properly coordinated story is essen-
tial as it can tie multiple strands under the one
overarching narrative. today's demanding visitor
is consistently seeking the extraordinary... good
storytelling seldom disappoints as our own per-
sonal experiences as ‘consumers' of heritage
elsewhere will attest to.

Suitable storytelling as an interpretative founda-
tion for Birr going forward should be built on
the following: - 
•  It must be accessible to visitors from all ages

and backgrounds;
•  It must be location-based, the more 

relevant/authentic the better;
•  It must be subject to being packaged,

consistently delivered and commercialised;
•  It must include customer involvement in 

order to provide both the ‘memories' and  
the Instagram moment and;

•  It must have an acceptable level of profes- 
sional presentation underpinned by training.

Following on from above, a high level of 
theatrical expertise and script development is
an essential part in good storytelling.
Storytelling practices are not on their own suf-
ficient for destination development, but it pro-
vides an easily accessible popular device appli-
cable to Birr's many heritage offerings without
huge expense or complexity. In addition, well
thought out storytelling may involve multiple
community stakeholders from costume makers,
street performers to script writers. Scripting
and rehearsing take considerable time.
Storytelling of course does not always require
costumes and reenactment, but it can also take
the form of the more traditional Seanachai
style, which could be equally as attractive to
the international visitor.The greater develop-
ment of theatre embedded in the presentation
of local stories also potentially allows for
greater international cooperation and could
present opportunities to host similar-minded
touring companies from around Europe.
Storytelling when done properly is a multi-part-
ner process which requires high levels of coop-
eration across the whole community.The foun-
dation stones, including facilities and expertise,
already exist in Birr.

A final observation concerns the need to
appreciate that not all individuals or audiences
are the same experience-wise, culturally/linguis-
tically, age, mobility and sensory appreciation.
The storyteller needs to be mindful of 
recognising the hard of hearing, the culturally
confused or the easily offended and have the
coping skills needed to navigate around
inevitable hurdles. Bespoke training is a critical
first step in this process.
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2) HERITAGE TOLD THROUGH PEOPLE
AND CHARACTERS

Good practice in heritage site interpretative
planning is signaled by a move away from
interpreting history and heritage through 
a series of dates, facts, figures, and winners/los-
ers and instead conveying the essential 
messages that need to be conveyed through
people properly choreographed in revealing
circumstances.This means telling Birr's stories
of the past and present through individual
characters, either real or imaginary.

These Birr characters down the ages have lives
that are full of emotion, action, relationships,
and atmosphere.Telling the stories of 
characters’ lives creates empathy that 
transcends time or the background of the 
visitor.

By focusing on the story of individuals evi-
dence tells us that the following will occur: -

•  You will attract people’s attention 
•  Encourage empathy and emotion 
•  Create unforgettable narratives - research   

teaches us that the recall of historical 
information is much higher.

The human stories best suited tend to be the
ones everyone can relate to and find meaning
in, something which Shakespeare understood
very well.The preferable stories are ones
which deal with very typical human conditions
and emotions which affect us all.These can
include:

•  Betrayal and loyalty 
•  Love and love lost 
•  Revenge and vindication 
•  Tragedy and endurance and 
•  Mystery and discovery.

All the above ingredients are readily available
in the Birr historical narrative.

Before we move on to the final interpretative
method, it would be useful to outline three
practical examples of how the first two 
methods could be utilised in Birr.

Potential Examples for the Use of Storytelling
and Characters in Birr

The examples below are fictional characters
but are crafted and researched to represent
specific and visitor-friendly epochs in Birr's
rich past.The potential to alter these profiles
and create interesting new personalities
through time is virtually infinite.
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David is mathematically gifted and served
his time as a clockmaker under his uncle
William. David attended the first All-
Ireland hurling final in Birr last year and
still raves about the experience. He is a
father of three grown up boys who all
emigrated to Boston. He lives in the 
shadow of the new Castle walls. He is
worried about his eyesight which is failing
and the impact that this could have on
himself and his family.

Clockmakers were an important part of
the Birr town economy in the 1800s.
Their main business was supplying 
pocket-watches for the soldiers in Birr
Barracks.The clockmakers were impor-
tant tradesmen of the day and occupied a
central area of the town.Their position
in Birr society both socially (respected
individuals with important clientele) and
spatially (location in Emmet Square)
means they would have been exposed to
many important aspects and events in
Birr's history.

Key visitor experiences
•  A stunningly designed, but modest in 

specification, black cube which can hold
3-5 people at one time, interpretative
panels, and audio recordings inside.
These cube(s) could be mobile and 
transferable to different locations 
within the town or taken elsewhere for
one-off promotional purposes.

•  Located adjacent to the Visitor Hub 
•  Listening to David work and talk about

the order of pocket-watches he is 
making

•  Listening to him talk about his life 
compared to that of his clients or that 
of poorer individuals in the town

•  Seeing and hearing accounts of his life
•  Relating his stories of the town with 

class struggles elsewhere

Comments
•  Audio-visual elements in the workshop

could be a way to relay background
context to class and identity struggles 
in Ireland in the 1800s

•  Stories of the tradespeople of Birr 
highlight the importance of Birr 
Barracks as an economic driver in 
the town
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Below are some examples of how the concepts of storytelling and heritage 
told through characters could ‘come to life’ in Birr.

A) DAVID WALLACE, AGED 62, 1889, A CLOCKMAKER IN EMMET SQUARE
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Rosie is a bright 19-year-old who left
school at 12 and is the first one in
her family that can read. She began as
a pantry maid in the Castle Kitchens
at aged 14 and moved up to the pres-
tigious position of Handmaid to the
Lady Rosse at aged 16. She is a
strong-minded young woman living in
an age of social constraint.
She simultaneously looks up to Lady
Rosse as a role model while also
being influenced by the Nationalist
conversation of the day.

Lady Rosse made significant contribu-
tions to science and engineering 
during her life in Birr. She also 
occupied Birr Castle Demense at a
tumultuous point in Irish history 
-The Famine.As a pioneering woman
who broke ‘the rules' at the same
time as the people of Birr faced
unprecedented challenges, her life
told through the eyes of a fellow
woman who was privy to personal
information and who also perhaps
was witnessing the horrors of the
famine at home, would highlight the
complexities of gender, class and 
religious politics in Birr in the 1840s.

Key Visitor Experiences
•  Meeting Mary Rosse’s Handmaid 

(costumed / living history) in Birr
Castle

•  Listening to her talk about the life 
of a teenage girl in Birr in 1840s

•  Witnessing / hearing about her job 
- day to day duties

•  Listening to her talk about the 
relationship she has with Mary
Rosse

•  Hearing about the power dynamics 
within the Castle environment

Comments
•  A unique perspective of the 

challenges women faced in Ireland 
in the 1840s

•  An insight into the personal stories
surrounding the scientific and 
engineering invention and 

discoveries of Birr Castle Demesne 
e.g. the wealth disparities between
Lord and Lady Rosse

•  An important insight into how 
townspeople viewed the Castle and 
the family before, during and after 
the Famine

•  Personal stories surrounding Birr
Castle Demesne Walls which were 
built as part of Famine relief in the 
town.
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B) ROSIE DEVINE, AGED 19, 1848, THE HANDMAID OF MARY ROSSE
IN BIRR CASTLE DEMENSE
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Brother Eoghan has a strong 
proclivity to the natural world as well as
the spiritual. He spends his time in the
garden experimenting with and cultivat-
ing various plants. He joined the Order
late, at 25, having fathered two children
both of whom are dead along with his
wife. His experience with alchemy has
given him an addictive and unstable 
personality, hence his nickname ‘the mad
Monk'.

Brendan founded the early Christian
Monastic Site later know as St. Brendan’s
Monastery in Birr.This Monastery has
both national and international signifi-
cance and highlights the importance of
Birr in the early Christian period in Irish
history.Telling the story of St. Brendan
through the life of an elderly fellow
Monk in the Monastery could offer
interesting perspectives on 
1) life in Birr in the 600s, 2) the life of 
a Monk in Birr in the 600s, 3) an 
appreciation of the outside world as
they understood it, 4) and perhaps a
commentary on the ambitions of young
clerics in the wider Church.
As Brother Eoghan was responsible 
for the medicinal plants and alcohol 
production for the religious community,
we also gain insights into the alchemy,
welfare, and mortality of the early
Christian monks.

Key Visitor Experiences
•  Meeting Brother Eoghan  

(living history) at St Brendan’s viewing  
tower (see Innovative Concept #8).

•  Watching and listening to him 
preform / talk about his daily routine

•  Listening to the perspectives of an 
elderly Monk talking about St. Brendan
(what type of character was St.
Brendan’s, did the elderly Monk
approve of his activities?)

•  An audio-visual addition to the 
experience which outlines Offaly’s / 
Ireland's rich early Christian / Monastic
heritage

•  A tour of plants and medicinal herbs 
that would have been used in the time
of St. Brendan.

Comments
•  An insight into the relationship 

that Monks had with the Natural 
environment

•  An insight into the daily life and 
the spiritual life of the Monks
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C) BROTHER EOGHAN, AGED 52, 690 AD, AN ELDERLY MONK IN ST.
BRENDAN’S MONASTERY AT THE TIME OF ST. BRENDAN
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3) USING UNCONVENTIONAL METHODS AND/OR
OBJECTS TO TELL A STORY

There are many ways to interpret the heritage of a place that
do not rely on the traditional methods of interpretive panels,
maps, signage, boards, or video.While there are many advan-
tages of using such methods e.g. being able to relay a consid-
erable amount of information to the passer-by or enhance
visitor management/flow or communicate in multiple lan-
guages effectively they are not always the most suitable
option. Globally there is culturally a subtle move away from
an abundance of technology in favour of the more low-tech
people-orientated approach. These alternative methods,
instead of telling us the story in written or pre-recorded
words, can instead inspire the emotions and responses that
the interpretation is attempting to invoke.

These ‘new' media may include the likes of;

•  Monuments (key sites already present in Birr)
•  Performance art installations
•  Street art
•  Interpretative peepholes
•  Statues (often reimagined)
•  Hidden artifacts
•  Symbols
•  Natural environment
•  Imaginative audio recordings / soundscapes.

The examples of the unconventional methods and objects
used to interpret history and heritage, both big and small,
outlined above are very often designated to the popular
thoroughfares, public parks and large squares in towns and
cities. However, by placing installations, symbols, or statues
‘off the beaten track' and illuminating corners and alleys with
either small hidden treasures or large pieces of public art it
gives the impression that there are wonders to behold and
discoveries to be made around every corner.The wonder of
discovery.

A theme which appeared consistently during the various 
consultation sessions was the use of nature to both enhance
the town and to interpret heritage.There is the potential to
use natural, living material to relay and/or interpret 
information about Birr's history and heritage. However, the
durability and conservation of these materials needs to be
carefully considered. Examples discussed were;

•  Storyboards made of natural material 
•  Willow sculptures
•  Wood Carvings in the Castle which could be replicated 

in the town
• Natural artifacts, such as bog oak or other preserved 

materials from the boglands surrounding Birr
... the boglands are part of the very essence of this 
midlands town.

These methods and/or objects, used properly, can act both 
as a conveyor of narratives and as aesthetically pleasing 
structures/spaces which enhance the urban environment.
There is also room for heritage interpretative structures to
act as multifunctional objects which look both to the past
and the future e.g. physical shelters against the elements,
seats as vista viewers or even public conveniences.
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2.5 CONCLUSION

This Strategy will hopefully challenge and influence heritage
tourism planning in Birr over the coming decade. It has
been created with the input of a few hundred local people
through the Covid-19 pandemic in 2021.The intense 
incubation process, at a time of existential threat, has 
unexpectedly enriched the outcome and the answers to
the questions of Birr's heritage future.This process is 
hopefully a standalone legacy of the project and one to be
repeated in the future.

The document deliberately straddles the achievable actions
with the groundbreaking visions.As a Strategy this is 
perfectly acceptable and to be encouraged. However, the
document is only a precursor to an important integrated
tourism development plan for the town.

Birr has significant strengths; some of which the community
only fleetingly acknowledge.As we have seen; community
cohesion and capacity, supported by a suite of unrivaled
heritage assets, set in a beautiful environment (built 
and natural), is an encouraging starting point. However, to
make  the transformation into becoming Ireland's leading
small heritage town in the space of a lifetime will require
leadership, vision, commitment and resources to make it
happen.This initial work and enhanced professionalisation
needs to accelerate ... perception and momentum (internal
and external) are key ingredients to success going forward.
A small number of ‘quick wins' emerging from this Strategy
would be a wise starting point.

This work can’t exist in isolation as the thrust of this 
work needs to dovetail seamlessly into county and regional
plans addressing all strands of the wider economy from
transport, infrastructure provision, community services,
youth and the increasingly important ‘green agenda’.
Thankfully the commitment, capacity and future planning of
the local authority coupled with several exceptional local
community groups is an encouraging sign.

A key relationship addressed elsewhere in this document is
that between the Town and the Castle.There is much
goodwill and practical cooperation on both sides built 
upon genuine mutual respect. It nevertheless needs to 
be emphasised that the scale and complexity of the 
opportunities outlined in this document are better 
addresses in a new type of ‘partnership’.These conversa-
tions need to continue. Both parties require a healthy and
ambitious ‘other’ for both to thrive.The achievable prize is
Birr Town and Castle becoming a standout sustainable 
heritage tourism destination.The impact of which would be
considerable for all in the community.
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APPENDIX A

ROADMAP

In this Roadmap the Innovative Concepts (section 1.4) are paired 
with operational actions.This section can therefore be taken as a 
step-by-step guide for Birr becoming a ‘destination town'.

There follows a set of relatively modest and achievable actions 
(with indicative costs and outputs) that will help the community 
prioritise and manage the early-phase work of becoming a unique 
‘destination town'.

This Roadmap is operationally focused and designed to deliver: -

•    A set of achievable early ‘wins’ to help build momentum 
•    A set of unified actions that will create a solid foundation to build 

upon (some new/some existing/some enhanced initiatives) 
•    A set of concrete initiatives that align themselves and are within the

capacity of the objectives of the Destination Town programme 
•    A commitment to excellence in design and delivery and  
•    A set of transparent targets upon which progress can be 

monitored and evaluated.

The Roadmap below has been constructed to be true to the feedback
received from across the community, while being aligned with existing
policies and speaking to the post Covid-19 development priorities of
rural Ireland.The specific initiatives should also be seen in the context
(and as a practical output) of the Innovative Concepts section above.

The common denominators that unify these 11 actions are;

1) The relatively short-term nature of their delivery

2) Their symmetry with Destination Town objectives and

3) Their likely deliverability within capacity and resources.

These actions are in no order of priority and respond to 
a recognised ‘need' identified through the research and 
consultation phase of this project.
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1 TRAINING NEEDS
A properly coordinated bespoke 
training programme for Birr built upon
its needs to build capacity and raise
standards of delivery on the ground.
Areas to be addressed may include -
marketing planning (new and old
media); enhanced customer care; guide
training.A separate element may be
the training and networking of a small
cohort of ‘managers' of Birr's future
tourism offering.

Responsibility
ETB with community, private sector
and related agencies e.g. FI

Summary Outcomes
Accredited training for 30 local people
per annum currently or aspiring to be
employed in the tourism sector;
Bespoke training/mentoring and net-
work development for 5 tourism/facili-
ty managers.
It would be wise to formally support
an emerging professional ‘network'
comprising those that have partaken in
this rolling professional development.

Budget / Cost
15k pa X 3yrs=45k

Time Frame
Three-year tailored programme built
around the needs of the town.
It would be rolling thereafter.

2 INTER-COUNTY COOPERATION
NEEDS
The Development of the Early
Christian Heritage story across Offaly
(five + prominent sites to be clustered
such as Clonmacnoise).This will likely
involve neighboring counties.
There should also be some considera-
tion of the future development of the
story of the Rise, Fall and Rise Again
of the Landed Estates of Offaly and it’s
bordering counties.

Responsibility
Local Authority(s) in partnership with
FI and communities involved.

Summary Outcomes
Mobilising inter-county and cross-
county initiatives aligned especially to
the Early Christian heritage and the
broader to the Birr 'story'.
Two new self-guiding trails anchored in
Birr (i.e. start and end in the town).
Further builds/reinforces Birr's her-
itage credentials and its position at the
heart of a wider midlands heritage
narrative.

Budget / Cost
Feasibility Study for both = 25k

Time Frame
Secure Feasibility Study funding to
research and possibly deliver on both.
Scoping research delivered by end
2022.
Post Feasibility likely 2-3 years (phased
development)

3 COMMUNICATION AND
PROMOTIONAL NEEDS
New Birr branding exercise including
establishing the brand values,
messages, media to be employed and
management responsibility.

This will include a new integrated 
signage plan at its heart.

Responsibility
Birr 20:20 led with Offaly County

Council

Summary Outcomes 
A new suite of all-encompassing
branding material built on research
and inspired by excellence in the mar-
ketplace.
Adopted by all essential partners.
Covering all media, new and old e.g.
database management, network of reg-
ularly updated noticeboards, visitor
monitoring,
Aligned to this brand development will
be a need for a new suite of marketing
related material to service the short-
term needs of visitors and local trade.
These include in no order of priority a
sample of five worthwhile initiatives:-
New website hosted on
www.visitbirr.ie;
A5 Full Colour Heritage Pamphlet for
Birr with location map and suggested
further reading (free at normal outlets
with a downloadable pdf version);
Free Tare-Off 3D Map of the Town and
Castle (sponsored/budget neutral 

available through multiple outlets);
Enhanced and managed social media
presence (can also double up as 
regular PR resource to further 
distribute positive stories about Birr);
Creation and management of a new
photo library for promotional 
purposes.

Budget / Cost
Design and management protocol 
12k
Promotional and marketing material
15k 
Total: 27k
In addition, in relation to signage an
indicative budget of 50k would be
realistic (design, manufacture and 
erection).This would complete the
essential communications needs for
Birr. (See Recommendation 10).

Time Frame
Year 2 of 3

ROADMAP - OPERATIONAL ACTIONS
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4 PROGRAMMING NEEDS
The development of a new signature
festival with national/international
appeal eg. Global Peace building
inspired by Cáin Adomnáin
(Law of the Innocents).

Responsibility
Festivals Collective and new 
partnerships.

Summary Outcomes
Promotion and exposure of the new
festival through a variety of channels.
Development of new commercial 
heritage themed ‘packages’.
New corporate sponsorship 
opportunities identified, and 
relationships built.
Development of a distinct new 
‘international’ dimension possibly
through an EU funded programmes.

Budget / Cost 
15k (Yr1), 20k (Yr2), 25k (Yr3)
Critical, this is additional funding
secured from a variety of new
sources.

Time Frame
Year 1 and ongoing

5 SOFT INFRASTRUCTURE NEEDS
Greening of public spaces in a coordi-
nated fashion e.g. planting, floral 
displays, more visible natural material
in streetscape/ sensitive lighting /
street furniture / street art-sculpture.

Responsibility
Offaly County Council led with a 
variety of external partners from
Destination Towns to Creative Ireland
(connecting people, creativity and 
wellbeing).
This is building upon excellent joined-
up work already completed.

Summary Outcomes 
The grafting a new ‘green twist' upon
the plans for enhancing the public
spaces/realm of the town.
These greener initiatives feed into the
new branding and messaging.

Budget / Cost TBD
Dependent on priority needs relating
to specific spaces aligned to funds
being available.
Closely aligned to core capital funding
allocated to the town on an annual
basis.

Time Frame
Ongoing. Multi-year public realm
enhancement programme running in
parallel with initiatives like Destination
Towns.

6 RESEARCH NEEDS
Birr as an emerging nationally 
significant heritage destination needs
to have a clear understanding of ‘who’
it wishes to attract and ‘what’ they
want from their visit to Castle and
Town. Failure to systematically gather
and analyse original data (and keep
fully aligned with FI propositions like
IAE) will quickly call into question
future public investment.

Responsibility
Ideally this should be a core responsi-
bility of the manager/ staff of a new
‘tourism hub’ in the town. In the inter-
im the work can be conducted by Birr
20:20 with input/ monitoring from key
OCC officers e.g.Tourism Officer.

Summary Outcomes 
Establishing and implementing a variety
of easy to manage ‘research gathering
tools' from simple customer satisfac-
tion forms to be completed post visit
to formal annual online survey
addressing those on a visitor contact
database.
Given the input and intelligence com-
ing from the TY students of St
Brendan’s College (see Focus Group
#1 later in document) it would be
interesting to develop a pilot pro-
gramme running for the duration of
their year leading to a final report.

Budget / Cost 4k pa
Administration and related technical,
printing charges + specialist training
for key staff.
Time Frame Yr1 and ongoing.

7 ORGANISATIONAL AND
NETWORKING NEEDS
As can be seen previously in this 
document there is an opportunity 
to develop more coordinated 
management of the
voluntary/public/private actions being
channelled into realising Birr's signifi-
cant heritage tourism potential.
Increasingly failure to maximise all the
partners under one flag and speaking
from the same script under unified,
capable and suitably resourced man-
agement will undermine the promise
of the town going forward.

Responsibility
Birr 20:20 with Offaly County Council
and related public bodies.

Summary Outcomes 
A ‘blueprint' for how best to 
organisationally move forward is
required immediately.
This relatively simple document should
be the natural outcome from a consid-
ered consultation process.
Future funding opportunities will likely
be enhanced by the community being
seen to undertake this mature process.

Budget / Cost 
10k (process and report).
Note:This could be viewed as a stand-
alone initiative or be combined into
the terms of reference for an integrat-
ed heritage tourism development plan
for Birr (see #10 below).

Time Frame Yr1
Implementation thereafter.
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8 ENVIRONMENTAL
ENHANCEMENT NEEDS
There are several impressive initiatives
in the town that directly/indirectly are
addressing the ‘green agenda’ from
food production, waste management,
wild planting to micro-hydro energy
production.These need to be 
supported and provided with an
opportunity to cross-fertilise with the
more traditional and mainstream
aspects of Birr community develop-
ment.This new type of ‘conversation'
and relationship building will be vital
on the ground as Birr progresses.

Responsibility 
Birr 20:20 and related partners.

Summary Outcomes 
A modest competitive fund could be
established to support ‘innovation and
community enhancing initiatives.The
process, although suitably transparent,
will be quick and easy. Funding will be
granted between 2-5k up to a maxi-
mum allocation of 12k per annum for
an initial 3yr period.
The fund will come from several dif-
ferent public and private partners each
of whom will have an input into the
design and management of the fund.
The management of the fund should
fall to an agreed public body.

Budget / Cost 12k pa X 3yrs.
To be reviewed thereafter.

Time Frame Yr1, 2 and 3

9 COMMUNITY NEEDS
Birr possesses considerable wealth
and capacity when it comes to the
role and input of the voluntary sector.
However, all the capable groups (as
everywhere else in Ireland today)
bemoan the lack of new ‘recruits’.
This can be addressed by the forma-
tion and training of a ‘Birr Volunteer
Corps’- a managed initiative that
recruits new people (some with 
specific skills e.g. journalism,
photography, horticulture, web 
management, strategic planning,
joinery), puts them through a
training/familiarisation programme and
manages a monthly time input (rota)
they are prepared to give their 
community across a variety of groups
all looking for new blood.

Responsibility Birr 20:20 with 
support from Leader, Council (PPN).

Summary Outcomes
Identification of 50 new volunteers;
In return for training each will be
asked to contribute from half a day
per month upwards;
The matching of skills/experience with
needs on the ground will be important
to success;
An annual awards ceremony could
acknowledge ‘significant contributions'
made to Birr which could be easily
sustained through local sponsorship.

Budget / Cost Not applicable -
managed through existing resources.

Time Frame Yrs. 2 and Yrs.3
Reviewed thereafter
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Birr is a considerably harmonious 
community... content, proud and quietly
confident.This relative contentment
infuses all aspects of the town.
The relationship of the Castle to the
Town (and vice versa) is long, complex
and intriguing with each largely 
dependent on the other in many
respects. Relationships tended to be
more informal down the year however
latterly Birr 20:20, and the Trust and
Foundation representing the Castle
providing more structure and purpose
for ongoing dialogue.As the likely
investment in Birr escalates and 
multiple projects become more 
complex geared towards transforming
the Birr into a heritage ‘destination’
previously unseen pressures will likely
present themselves.Through good
timely planning and goodwill suitable
platforms / supports can put in place to
ensure the existing synergy is 
maintained and enhanced.

Responsibility 
Key lead partied from the Castle and
Town side.

Summary Outcomes
An annual externally facilitated ‘get
together’ to review work completed
individually/collectively and preview
work programmes ahead.This session
should be relatively formal and 
strategic in focus.A couple of ‘guest
speakers' would add value to the day.
Ultimately it is about necessary 
information exchange, problem 
solving and the identification of mutual
opportunities.
Budget / Cost  Time Frame
Not applicable - managed through
existing resources.

Time Frame Yr1 and rolling

Birr has many of the essential 
destination development building
blocks in place which would be the
envy of many comparable towns.
However, there is a conspicuous need
for a ten year ‘vision' identifying what
will be done,
by whom, when, at what cost and the
anticipated rewards.This smart,
innovative and brave vision has to be 
in the ownership of the many not 
simply the usual ‘drivers’. It will upon
completion set the development 
coordinates for the next generation -
without it development will simply
splutter, seldom breaking out from
existing achievements and ways of
thinking.

Responsibility
Offaly County Council with all local
partners + relevant statutory agencies.

Summary Outcomes
The development of an exciting yet
practical new ‘roadmap' taking Birr 
from today's economic, cultural, envi-
ronmental and community reality into 
a new space with significant 
opportunities for growth, enhanced
community wellbeing and sense of
identity are made possible.
This integrated approach will deliver in
spades on the aim of creating Ireland's
best small heritage town.

Budget / Cost 25k
The funding for this piece of work
could come from a variety of accessible
sources. Justification for the investment
is clearly manifest in this document.

Time Frame Yr1
Six months from commission to 
delivery.

10 CASTLE AND TOWN ALIGNMENT NEEDS 11 FUTURE PLANNING NEEDS

TOTAL COST 282K
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1 PRIMARY SELLING POINT

BIRR

www.visitbirr.ie
Undiscovered Midlands 
Heritage Georgian Town and
Castle in Ireland's Ancient East

No Tourist Office/Hub

KINSALE

www.kinsale.ie
Ireland's gastronomic capital 
in the picturesque West 
Cork coastal town.

Tourist Office/Hub

KILKENNY

www.visitkilkenny.ie
Ireland's premier heritage 
city supported by an 
abundance of things to 
do and see, day or night.
Tourist Office/Hub with
sub-sites

WESTPORT

www.destinationwestport.com
The most recognised coastal 
destination town on the Wild
Atlantic Way.

Tourist Office/Hub 

2 PRIMARY TOURISM ASSET(S)

Birr Castle and Gardens 
(science and gardens 'story')

Cultured and heritage town 
experience with excellent 
artisan retailing and food 
experiences.

Kilkenny Castle with 
Medieval Mile Attractions 

Westport House and Pirate
Adventure Park 

3 SECONDARY ASSETS

Festivals;
Arts & Culture;
Military History;
Early Christian Heritage.

Coastal location;
Portal to West Cork and 
proximity to Cork city);
Watersports;
Signature golf;
Culture and arts.

Viking visitor attraction;
Walking, cycling routes / 
recreation generally;
Shopping, crafts and food;
Nightlife.

Croagh Patrick;
Mayo Greenway (trailhead);
Touring hub;
Food, pubs and retail.

APPENDIX B   SUMMARY OF INTER-TOWN COMPARISON BIRR• KINSALE • KILKENNY •WESTPORT

4 ACCOMMODATION PROFILE

Hotels X 2;
Guesthouses + 
B&B’s (under 5);
Self-Catering 
(under 5).

Hotels X 9;
Guesthouse 
(in excess of 10);
Self-Catering 
(in excess of 10).

Hotels 
(in excess of 10);
B&B/Guesthouses 
(in excess of 10);
Self-Catering 
(in excess of 10).

Hotels 
(in excess of 10);
B&B (in excess of 10);
Self-Catering 
(in excess of 10).

5 PURPLE ECONOMY

Modest to Weak

Excellent 
throughout all 
seasons.

Excellent 
throughout all 
seasons.

Excellent, high and
shoulder season.

6 ESTABLISHED FESTIVALS

Birr Vintage Week and Arts Festival;
Hullabaloo Children's Arts Festival;
Offline Film Festival;
Script’s Ireland's Playwriting Festival;
Birr Festival of Music;
New Birr Festivals Collective formed.

Kinsale Arts Weekend;
‘King of the Hill’ Sprint Distance
Triathlon;
Kinsale Gourmet Festival;
Annual Lusitania Commemoration
Event.

Kilkenny Arts Festival;
Cats Laugh Comedy Festival;
Tradfest;
Kilkenomics Festival;
Savour Kilkenny Food Fest.

Wild Mayo Ultra Cycle;
Westport Festival of Chamber Music;
Saltwater Festival;
Westport Arts Festival;
Westport Sea Angling Festival.
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COMMENTS
What does the above tell us about Birr in relation to 
‘leading' destinations in Ireland today? 
In relation to performing/aspiring to perform on
a comparable level to the three mature destinations: -
•  Festivals programme;
•  Quality, recognition and appeal of its primary 

attraction (Birr Castle and Gardens)

In relation to Birr underperforming compared to 
the three above: -
•   Visitor information and brand recognition 
•  Secondary / supporting attractions 
•  Lack of a visitor hub/centre 
•  Accommodation base
•  Nightime economy
•  Packaged recreational offerings.

To complete this section, we will examine county Offaly from a broad tourism
development perspective to help identify Birr's position in relation to priorities.

Offaly has a modest but growing tourism reputation and portfolio of assets.
According to CSO's latest rolling three-year figures (pre-Covod-19) the county
attracted: -

•  In excess of 50k Overseas Tourists pa
•  Revenue marginally short of 20m pa
•  Domestic Trips 228k with
•  Revenue generated 30m euro pa.

The county has been part-branded within FI’s
proposition Ireland's Hidden Heartlands however
Birr, with its unique heritage identity, is better nur-
tured under the umbrella heritage offering namely
Ireland's Ancient East (IAE).A more suitable
‘home’ for the town from a future development
and promotional perspective. It may
be helpful to restate FI’s goal for IAE: -
'... to make Ireland's Ancient East the most person-
ally engaging cultural destination in Europe by 
harnessing the authentic character of the real
Ireland, its living culture, lush landscapes and 
hidden history, opening it up for everyone.’ 

Therein lies the opportunity for Birr which is 
referenced throughout this document.

The policy document driving much of the tourism vision for Birr is Offaly
Tourism Statement of Strategy, 2017 - 2022 which sets as its leading goal '...
maximising Offaly's tourism product development opportunities and distinguish-
ing Offaly as a unique destination in its own right.’ Currently it chiefly achieves
this through supporting Offaly's 'big six' visitor attractions namely: -

•  Clonmacnoise Monastic Site
•  Lough Boora Discovery Park;
•  Slieve Bloom Mountains;
•  Tullamore Dew
•  Shannon Cruising
•  Birr Castle, Gardens and Science Centre.

Offaly County Council are the main tourism driver within the county supported
by Offaly Tourism Marketing (CLG) which was established to act as a collective
marketing and promotion body harnessing the potential and resources of the
counties tourism sector.This critical relationship should be viewed as an impor-
tant support for Birr going forward.
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There has been much discussion around the 
unharnessed potential of the Early Christian 
period associated with Birr and related sites 
within a 30km radius of the town 
(See: Roadmap #2).

For example, Clonmacnoise Monastic Site (OPW) 
is a potential future World Heritage Site (UNESCO).
It lies about a 30min drive from the heart of the town.
The site attracts about 150k pa and is one of the gems
of Ireland's national heritage. Clonmacnoise and Birr
are both beginning to reimagine their future in relation
to conservation, interpretation, brand building and 
visitor management. Birr has a potential role to play in
supporting this 6th century monastic site on the
Shannon to reimagine itself and vice versa ... this type
of Offaly-centred synergy can only be viewed a win
win for both sites and more.
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APPENDIX C
ONLINE SURVEY - RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
Below are the graphical representations and corresponding analyses 
of the results of the Online Survey.

We see a 60-40 participant gender split which would be quite typical 
of participation in community related projects across Ireland today.

A large percentage of respondents, over 60%, are within the 36-65 category, which is
again not dissimilar to participation in community projects elsewhere in Ireland.
However, there is a strong response rate in the 19-35 category which is perhaps
higher than would have been anticipated. This is an encouraging omen for the future
of heritage development in Birr where you are beginning with an intergenerational
body of community support.

An important outcome from this survey is that most respondents were answering
these survey questions from the perspective of being a local resident and not as indi-
viduals tied to organisations and/or businesses.This perhaps is a good indication of
where respondents' interests may lie i.e. quality of life and longer-term community
‘health' indicators.The nearly one in four who classed themselves as ‘visitors' were
likely affiliated to the town through family, friends, culture or commerce given the
time of year and the ongoing influence of Covid-19 it is safe to assume few could be
rated as pure tourists.
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There are two aspects of Birr's heritage which were deemed as ‘Extremely 
Important’, Birr's built heritage and its heritage of arts, culture, sport, and 
science. Birr's military and colonial past scored relatively low, as did its 
people of prominence.

This question is adding more context and proverbial meat to the previous question
(Q4) as it is instead asking whether the ‘important' aspects of heritage in the town are
receiving the adequate attention and appreciation that respondents feel they deserve.
It appears the Monastic and early Christian heritage along with the ordinary people of
Birr / daily life in Birr seem to be undervalued according to the respondents whereas
the arts, culture, sport, and science in Birr the respondents feel to be relatively well
appreciated and promoted.

It seems, from the responses, that the heritage offering/visitor experience in Birr
Castle is well developed and is not a cause for concern for the respondents. Similarly,
the presentation of built heritage and the presentation of the town (upkeep and main-
tenance) scored high. However, a larger concern appears to be the unification of the
various heritage themes in Birr as well as the information provided to visitors. Both
these are closely linked back to the purpose behind this strategy.

The responses cover a wide range of answers, and it is obvious from this pie chart
that different communication mediums suit different people in relation to the relaying
of attractive and relevant heritage information. Signage and panels along with walking
tours scored the highest whereas audio guides scored relatively low. Interestingly,
mobile apps scored higher than the traditional guidebooks and/or tourist maps.Town
identity/branding, consumer trends and technological advances in this space make this
a challenge, the answer from the Survey suggests a more traditional/low-tech approach
would be favoured.
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This is another question which drew very varied responses.Two however 
stand out as being perceived as more important to the development of 
the heritage offering in Birr, improvements to public spaces and 
improvements to heritage trails and related.

Two obstacles stand out as being the biggest issues in relation to the 
development and appreciation of heritage in Birr, lack of local awareness 
and lack of funding. Interestingly, a disjointed heritage story is also seen 
as an obstacle to heritage development.This has been highlighted 
throughout all the consultations as a pressing issue to be remedied.

1 =   Birr is one of the most interesting heritage destinations in Ireland,
2 =   More is needed to engage the younger generations with heritage in the town,
3 =   There is an opportunity to create an additional heritage attraction 

in Birr to complement the Castle,
4 =   Managing the number of visitors into the town is in preserving its 

unique characteristics and heritage,
5 =   The public sector has demonstrated a clear commitment to 

conserving and promoting Birr's rich heritage,
6 =   There is a community demand for additional resources to be 

spent on conserving the buildings and heritage of the past,
7 =   By investing in the conservation and interpretation of the town's past we are 

enhancing the quality of life for all in the community for generations to come,
8 =   Birr town is not sufficiently linked to comparable heritage attractions 

or destinations in the region,
9 =   The business sector investment in and commitment to the town's 

heritage will determine its future success.

A positive response from this question shows that a high proportion of 
people in Birr agree that by investing in heritage development today we 
are laying down a solid foundation for future well-being for the generations 
to come. Similarly, there is a strong agreement among the respondents that 
there exists an opportunity to create an additional heritage attraction in the 
town to complement the Castle ... this spirit of cooperation and future 
synergy is promising as it signposts a grassroots eagerness to combine 
the future branding and presentation of Birr as a holistic destination 
comprising both castle and town.
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Built heritage again comes out on top as being the most important signifier of 
heritage in Birr.There was some doubt shed on the future role Birr's military and
colonial heritage will play in the future development of heritage in the town.There are
issues and opportunities to be further explored in the context of future research
work and development planning.There is much scope to examine the likes of Birr
Barracks and the Early Christian narratives through a fresh pair of visitor-experience
development eyes.

1 2 3 4 5

1 = There is adequate supporting tourism infrastructure (e.g. accommodation,
hospitality, visitor attractions and specialist retailing) within a 5km radius of 
Birr town to cater for any future development,

2 = All parties work well together on heritage related matters,
3 = Birr town has enough heritage themed festivals and events,
4 = Birr is fortunate to have such a capable heritage related volunteer 

community to call upon,
5 = More bespoke training, capacity building and networking for all partners 

going forward is needed.

There was an even split on whether there is adequate supporting tourism 
infrastructure in the town ... this needs to be examined in greater detail 
through follow-on research. Most respondents agree that there is a need 
for more and better coordinated training, capacity building, and networking 
in the town if ambitious future heritage planning is to be justified and sustained.
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A large proportion of respondents see themselves as making a
positive difference to the heritage development in Birr by 
promoting it within the town itself.There is an encouraging sense
of individual self-confidence and empowerment coming through in
this survey unlike many comparable surveys where disenfranchise-
ment is a real obstacle to the community moving forward.
This yet again reconfirms a strong pride of place, significant 
capacity, a belief in the wealth of heritage in Birr to transform 
the town for the next generation and the understanding that a
grand opportunity is now emerging to begin to join all the 
proverbial dots.
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APPENDIX D
LEARNINGS FROM THE CONSULTATION SESSIONS

In order to reflecting upon the specific outcomes from all the four
consultation platforms above (See: Consultations 2.1) it is wise to
document the primary ‘learnings’ from the process.The following
are not duplicating the Findings earlier in the document but rather
reinforces them.They likely offer a snappier and possibly more
rounded reflection on the consultation process, the knowledge
gained, and the community actors involved.

BIRR COMMUNITY

•  Considerable and impressive local ‘buy-in’ to the potential of 
Birr to position itself within a generation as the best small 
heritage town in Ireland;

•  Significant local groups with capacity in need of support and 
enhancement of membership;

•  A town with considerable specialist skills to call upon / activate;
•  Distinct absence of turf-wars and inter-group rivalry that 

often strangles other communities;
•  Good working relationships between community and public 

partners build upon mutual respect and the experience of 
joint ‘delivery' of heritage related projects/events;

•  Opportunity to examine concrete ways to enhance the 
working/co-working relationship between the town and 
the castle.

BIRR - THE HERITAGE OFFERING

•  Birr has an almost-unrivaled menu of heritage offerings going 
back more than 1500 years;

•  Understandably there is often a lack of clarity and discussion 
over what should be developed and appeal this may have to
tourists of today and tomorrow;

•  The town needs a small suite of new interconnected heritage 
tourism ‘attractions’ all integrated with the much-anticipated next
generation of Birr Castle visitor experience;

•  The further marrying of the arts community with those 
conserving/promoting and developing heritage tourism needs 
to be supported;

•  Birr has an opportunity to genuinely engage with climate change 
and responsible town planning that will be a ‘win’ for the 
community and become a beacon for the tourists of tomorrow.

BIRR - MANAGING CHANGE AND TRANSFORMATION

•  The town currently lacks a ‘plan' and next-generation leadership
to see it activated;

•  There is a considerable need (opportunity) for a short to 
medium term training and capacity building programme 
identifying and building ability within the next generation of 
activist/operator.This will generate a new standards-led approach 
to delivering heritage tourism and building a progressive brand;

•  The business community (traditional and new) needs to become
more active in the future development of Birr, currently they are
sometimes conspicuous by their absence;

•  The role of the Destination Towns initiative should not be 
undervalued in kick-starting this significant programme of 
change building some momentum however it is not a means in
itself but only the start of the beginning ...
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Birr
Photographic and Artwork 

Offaly County Council;
James Fraher;
Teresa Ryan Feehan;
Greg Smith;
Gary Hoctor;
Birr Postcard from B Kennedy;
Failte Ireland: content pool;
Birr Castle;
Birr 20:20;
Vintage Luminaries;
Birr Vintage Week and Arts Festival;
Howley Hayes Cooney:
A Connolly;
Alan Hill;
Unsplash;
‘Empty Columns Are a Place to
Dream’ exhibition’
Caroline Conway and Rashad Ali
Muhammad.
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